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University of California, San Francisco 

 
Professor Michel M. Maharbiz, Chair 

 
The signaling environment experienced by a single cell is highly dependent on its interactions 
with its neighbors, which may secrete locally acting factors or act via membrane bound 
receptor-ligand systems. Stem cells are particularly sensitive to these signals, which act in 
concert to regulate self-renewal and discrete transitions into distinct fates. In the case of the 
adult neural stem cell, decades of in vivo and in vitro work have illustrated specific roles for 
different types of niche cells and some of the molecular mediators of their instructive roles.  
However, these studies have not investigated the strengths of these fate-inducing or 
fate-repressing cues as presented by single neighboring cells at endogenous expression levels. 
In this work, we have developed and applied microengineered tools to examine the 
transmission of signals between small populations of cells and to assess their impact on neural 
stem cell fate.   
 
First, we measured gap junction coupling between cells by using microfluidic flow focusing 
of calcein/AM dye and timelapse imaging to measure the dynamics of dye transfer through 
gap-junction coupled glioma cells. Secondly, we developed single-cell micropatterning 
methods to investigate the potential for single neural progenitor cells to influence their 
neighbor’s fate. Size-matched circular and hourglass shaped polystyrene microwells achieved 
up to 80% efficiency in capturing single and paired neural progenitor cells, a large 
improvement over Poisson-distributed random seeding. In conjunction, we also developed a 
method to fabricate and align PDMS meshes to corral patterned cells into non-connected 
arenas so that single cells and cell pairs can be grown in isolation for six days before 
immunostaining for fate markers.  Lastly, we applied a simplified micropatterning technique 
in conjunction with automated high-throughput imaging to enforce persistent interactions 
between initially patterned cells. We discovered that single neural progenitor cells can 
significantly bias their neighbor’s fate in mixed differentiation medium. Although the initial 
number of cells on a pattern did not affect the overall distribution of different fates, we saw 
reduced fate asymmetry on patterns with initially paired cells, indicating that single cells may 
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be inducing a similar fate in their neighbors, or repressing differentiation. By tracking cell 
populations on micropatterns on every day of the experiment via brightfield imaging, we also 
ascertained that the initial patterning state was maintained for approximately two days, 
suggesting that fate specification or repression occurred early in the process. Our discovery 
that a single as-yet undifferentiated neural stem cell can significantly bias its neighbor’s fate 
paves the road for future work in elucidating how conflicting signals from various types of 
niche cells are arbitrated in a single recipient stem cell. 
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Ezekiel excoriates as false prophets those who have “not gone up into the gaps.” The gaps 
are the thing. The gaps are the spirit’s one home, the altitudes and latitudes so dazzlingly 
spare and clean that the spirit can discover itself for the first time like a once-blind man 
unbound. The gaps are the clifts in the rock where you cower to see the back parts of God; 
they are the fissures between mountains and cells the wind lances through, the ice 
narrowing fjords splitting the cliffs of mystery. Go up into the gaps. Stalk the gaps. Squeak 
into a gap in the soil and turn to unlock - more than a maple - a universe.  
 
-Annie Dillard, Pilgrim at Tinker Creek 
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Introduction 
 
Stem cell biology holds enormous promise for therapeutic medicine in the 21st century. The 
ability to isolate and grow pluripotent stem cells and then differentiate them into tissues for 
replacement therapy will pave the way for the treatment of previously incurable diseases.  
However, the environment that a stem cell natively or ectopically occupies is chemically 
complex and architecturally intricate. Understanding the “niche” of signals and cells that 
regulate a stem cell’s behavior is integral to constructing a picture of how normal 
development progresses, how signaling dysregulation can give rise to pathologies and 
cancers, and how implanted cells and tissues may be regulated and integrated within their new 
environment.  
 
The major motivation behind this work is to develop and apply microtechnologies that 
measure and control local cell-cell interactions that are important for stem cell biology.  
Because microtechnologies exhibit spatial resolution on the size scale of individual cells, they 
provide attractive tools for measuring the transmission of signals from cell to cell, and 
constraining cell-cell interactions for extended periods.  
 
In the first chapter, I will discuss some major concepts behind stem cell biology, and 
specifically the biology of adult neural stem cells and their niche signals. In the second half of 
this chapter, I will also provide an overview of existing microtechnology and its capabilities 
and limitations. Chapter 2 presents work on a microfluidic device for assaying gap junction 
coupling between cells cultured in monolayers by using hydrodynamic focusing over cells. 
Although this work was done in transformed glioma cells (C6), not stem cells, the principles 
behind it can be extended to any cell type. Chapter 3 presents the design and fabrication of an 
alignment device for trapping and in situ corralling defined numbers of neural stem cells. This 
technology was developed to understand whether intercellular feedback between 
differentiating cells could bias cell fate, driving fate asymmetry. The microwell trapping 
described here achieved up to 80% efficiency in cell pairing, a dramatic improvement on 
Poisson distributed random-seeding. In Chapter 4, I discuss our efforts in using a simpler 
micropatterning method in conjunction with automated high-throughput imaging to assess 
whether single differentiating cells exert feedback on their neighbors to instruct their fate. My 
results show that paired NPCs in the process of differentiating exhibit reduced fate 
asymmetry, indicating that single cells can exert lateral fate induction or repression of 
differentiation. I conclude in Chapter 5 with a brief discussion on how open questions 
regarding stem cell integration of conflicting niche signals can be addressed with the aid of 
microscale positional control and timelapse imaging. 
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Chapter 1: Background 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1.1. Stem Cell Biology 
 
Stem cells have two essential qualities: the capacity to differentiate into one or more 
specialized cell types and the capacity to self-renew, or indefinitely maintain themselves in an 
immature state. Collectively, these two qualities endow stem cells with enormous potential to 
regenerate damaged and diseased tissues. Specifically, the field of regenerative medicine aims 
to develop approaches to amplify stem cells in vitro to clinically relevant quantities, 
differentiate the resulting cultures into specific cells of therapeutic interest, and implant them 
into a site of disease1 or injury. In addition to this clinical potential, stem cells can serve as 
models for the basic investigation of developmental processes2 or human disease3. 
 
What does it mean for a cell to differentiate? At the most basic level, differentiation is the 
process whereby a cell alters the regulation of its genes so that it may serve a specialized 
function. These differences in gene regulation are a result of epigenetic changes, which are 
non-genetic but heritable. Specifically, direct covalent modification of chromatin is known to 
be responsible for regulating gene expression levels during differentiation. In mammals, the 
methylation of the cytosine in dinucleotide CpG sites in gene promoters during the 
differentiation process often has the effect of silencing those genes. Since dedicated 
methyltransferases ensure that cytosines on both strands of the site are methylated, the pattern 
is maintained through cell divisions4. Modifications of the histone proteins that wrap DNA are 
also implicated in gene regulation, but whether they are heritable is up for debate5. 
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In addition to these direct chromatin modifications, self-sustaining transcriptional loops6,7 and 
small noncoding RNAs8 have also been shown to be important for perpetuating changes in 
expression patterns. The fact that differentiated cells can be made to revert to an 
undifferentiated state demonstrates that even a fully differentiated phenotype is not 
permanent9. Rather differentiation states are regarded as “metastable,” and step-by-step 
transitions between states10 can be extrinsically guided by presenting a series of external 
stimuli.  
 
In vivo, cells exist in a dynamic and spatially complex local environment presenting these 
signals which can be orthogonal, synergistic, or at times conflicting. First described as a 
“niche” by Schofield in 197811, the stem cell microenvironment is comprised of many 
elements: extracellular matrix structures, soluble factors, immobilized growth factors and 
morphogens12, mechanical forces13, and signals from numerous neighboring cells14. These 
extrinsic cues trigger signaling pathways within the stem cells that regulate their hallmark 
properties of self-renewal and differentiation (Figure 1-1). A reductionist approach that 
involves piecewise analysis and reconstitution of this microenvironment has led to the 
identification of numerous signals that can in turn be manipulated for biomedical applications. 

 
Figure 1-1. Overview of different modes of cell-cell interactions. Cells can secrete molecules (signaling ligands, 
metabolites) which bind to receptors expressed by themselves or by nearby cells. Secreted molecules can also be 
endocytosed and processed. Juxtacrine interactions include the diffusion of small molecules (<1kDa) through 
transmembrane gap junctions, mechanical forces through cadherin engagement (not shown) or membrane bound 
signaling through pathways such as Notch/Delta and Eph/ephrin. The membrane compartment where these 
signals take place (either soma or dendritic processes) affect the signaling properties. Additionally, cells can 
signal through the extracellular environment by secreting or degrading latent immobilized growth factors (such 
at TGF-beta) or producing mechanical forces on the extracellular matrix through integrin engagement. These 
interactions also affect neighboring cells which may take up latent immobilized signals or respond to mechanical 
perturbations in the ECM. 
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Of these microenvironmental factors, direct signaling from a neighboring cell to a stem cell is 
arguably one of the most difficult to study. Since cells signal through a variety of different 
mechanisms – by secreting chemical factors, signaling through contact-dependent 
receptor-ligand systems15,16, and exerting mechanical forces – their net effect cannot be 
approximated by stimulating one pathway alone, and their simultaneous transmission of these 
various types of regulatory information to a stem cell renders a reductionist approach 
challenging. Cells also present time-varying signals that are responsive to environmental 
cues17, suggesting that intercellular feedback mechanisms could be responsible for instructing 
stem cells to generate specific distributions of differentiated progeny18. Most importantly, 
correlating these interactions to final fate decisions is difficult since the effects of early 
regulatory signaling events may not be manifested until later when fate markers can be 
detected, making it difficult to establish causal ties between complex input signals and cell 
fate outcomes.   
 
1.1.1 Modes of Interactions in the Stem Cell Niche: Lessons From an Invertebrate Model 
 
Although the concept of a stem cell niche was first introduced in reference to a mammalian 
system11, stem cell niches are most well-articulated in invertebrates. For example, we now 
have a mostly complete portrait (Figure 1-2a) of the cellular players and molecular pathways 
comprising the Drosophila ovary, which houses and regulates the division and differentiation 
of germline stem cells (GSCs). With the aid of sophisticated molecular and genetic tools 
allowing tissue-specific overexpression of particular genes, researchers have found that GSCs 
rely on signaling from various neighboring cell types. Normally GSCs are maintained in 
contact through adherens junctions to cap cells, which are found at the apical end of the 
structure. Cap cells maintain GSC self-renewal mainly by secreting the ligand 
decapentaplegic (Dpp, a member of the BMP pathway). Although the secreted Dpp is 
sufficient for dictating the fate of each GSC, cadherin engagement is necessary to keep cells 
anchored within reach of the Dpp-secreting cap cells. When the GSC divides, one daughter 
cell may lose contact with the cap cell and move away from the cap cell, thus reducing its 
exposure to Dpp and initiating its differentiation into an egg cyst. This differentiation process 
is also dependent on gap junctions, which are small intercellular pores formed by 
transmembrane connexin proteins, that allow the lateral transfer of essential small molecules 
from neighboring cells19. Other somatic stem cells also exist in the niche, continuously 
replenishing the sheath and follicle cells that envelop the egg cyst as it prepares to exit the 
ovary. To remain anchored at the correct positions, the follicle stem cells bind via integrins to 
a self-secreted extracellular matrix protein, laminin19.  
  
What the Drosophila ovary demonstrates is that very local cell-cell interactions can dictate 
cell fate. Paracrine signaling through secreted factors like Dpp can have an effective range of 
only one cell diameter due to its low solubility20. Juxtacrine signaling through membrane 
bound ligands, such as Delta, binding to their cognate receptors (Notch) is important for 
regulating the niche size during development21,22. Cellular adhesion proteins can be necessary 
to localize cells to other cells (via cadherins) or to extracellular matrix structures (via 
integrins), which may be reciprocally modified by the very cells they are anchoring. 
Intercellular coupling through gap junctions may be needed to ensure cellular homeostasis. 
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Additionally, cellular movements as a result of division (or chemoattraction or differential 
adhesive properties) may change the signaling environment experienced by a cell.  

 
Figure 1-2. Contrasting the Drosophila ovary niche (a) with the adult neural stem cell niche (b). In the ovary, cap 
cells secrete Dpp to maintain the dedifferentiated state of the germline stem cell at short range. Cadherin 
mediated adhesion keeps germline stem cells anchored in place. Diving germline stem cells that lose contact 
differentiate into egg cysts, while moving out of the ovary. Follicle stem cells anchor themselves in place by 
secreting laminin and continuously divide to form follicle cells that surround the egg as it exits the ovary. In the 
subgranular zone of the dentate gyrus (b), stem cells (which are radial glia - RG) divide to form astrocytes (A) , 
oligodendrocytes (not shown) or transit-amplifying progenitors (TAP) which are neuronally restricted. Initially 
in clusters at the base of radial glia, transit-amplifying progenitors further differentiate into migratory neuroblasts 
(NB), which then give rise to granule neurons (N) that integrate into the granule cell layer. Both the stem and 
progenitor cells receive signaling cues from adjacent granule neurons (gray circles), existing hippocampal 
astrocytes (HA), blood vessels (BV), and other stem and progenitor cells. Unlike in the Drosophila ovary, it is 
not well understood how these signaling cues are integrated to trigger self-renewal or differentiation in neural 
stem cells. 
 
The picture is much less complete for many adult mammalian stem cell niches. While we 
know that some of the same molecular players are important for mammalian cells, it can be 
difficult to measure subtle phenotypes, identify the source of the signaling molecules, study 
their dynamic regulation, or investigate intercellular feedback mechanisms. In mammals, stem 
cells are often more difficult to identify and study due to their extreme rarity, lack of reliable 
markers, and capacity to remain quiescent for extremely long periods of time23. Additionally, 
many niches are not architecturally stereotypical at the single-cell level, as they are in insects 
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(with the exception of the single intestinal crypt stem cell that regenerates the intestinal 
epithelia24). The long timeframe of mammalian genetics and the difficulty of visualizing the 
niche environment in vivo for extended periods are major limitations that slow the process of 
discovery. Since mammalian cells can be more easily transduced in vitro to express reporter 
genes, mutant genes or shRNAs for gene knockdown, developing in vitro platforms to 
investigate intercellular interactions could yield important discoveries that can later be 
validated in vivo.  
 
1.1.2 Adult Neural Stem Cells and Their Niche 
 
The process of adult neurogenesis plays critical roles in spatial learning and memory25,26. The 
generation of new neurons in the adult mammalian brain occurs in two locations: the 
subventricular zone (SVZ) and the subgranular zone (SGZ)of the dentate gyrus (DG) in the 
hippocampus. New neurons generated within the subventricular zone move along the rostral 
migratory stream (RMS) to the olfactory bulb and along the medial migratory stream (MMS) 
to the ventromedial prefrontal cortex in humans27. SGZ neural stem cells generate neurons 
that integrate within the hippocampal granule layer above contributing to the formation of 
spatial memory networks 26. The neural stem cells used for our experiments are derived from 
the SGZ so we will primarily restrict our discussion to SGZ neural stem cells.  
 
A true neural stem cell possesses the capacity to self-renew, remain quiescent, and generate 
progeny that differentiate into mature neurons, astrocytes, and oligodendrocytes. In both the 
SGZ and the SVZ, radial glial cells are typically believed to be the resident neural stem 
cells28-30. These radial glia, also known as Type I neural stem cells, have their soma embedded 
at the bottom of the granule cell layer and processes extending into the upper molecular layer 
of the DG31. They divide horizontally with their processes in place, creating Type II 
transit-amplifying progenitors that are GFAP-, Sox2+, nestin+, and S100β-. These transit 
amplifying progenitors then proliferate and generate neurons that integrate into the granule 
layer, though some studies suggest that these Sox2+ nonradial precursors may be the true 
stem cells32,33. They tend to be found in small clusters cradled between the radial glial cell and 
the somas of granule neurons, interacting frequently with nearby horizontal (non-stem cell) 
astrocytes34 and the endothelial cells lining blood vessels35,36. 
 
The radial glial origin of adult neural stem cells is not surprising since radial glia are known to 
generate the cortex during embryonic development. These cells are anchored apically at the 
ventricles and extend long processes through the developing cortex where they are basally 
anchored to blood vessel in the marginal zone30. Early in embryonic development, these radial 
glia divide asymmetrically to form neural progenitors that migrate in chains along the radial 
glia fiber to integrate into developing cortex37,38. At late stages in embryonic development, 
both cell-intrinsic39 and cell-extrinsic changes40 trigger a switch to mostly gliogenesis41.  
 
However, recent studies illustrating the transition from embryonic radial glia to adult radial 
glia showed that adult radial glia do not just retain the same radial processes as embryonic 
radial glia. Instead, at birth very few radial glia processes are present, with new GFAP+ radial 
processes extending postnatally from immature progenitors in the SGZ around P3. 
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Intriguingly, these do not stain for brain lipid binding protein (BLBP) which is present in 
embryonic radial glial processes42. 
 
In addition to subtle differences in marker expression42, these adult stem cells exhibit a 
different pattern of proliferation and differentiation, as revealed by in vivo experiments using 
a sophisticated genetic technique known as tissue-specific Cre-lox recombination. A P1 
bacteriophage recombinase, Cre mediates recombination events at specific sites known as 
loxP sites43. Cre expression under tissue-specific promoters can be used in combination with a 
EGFP reporter gene44 whose expression requires Cre-mediated excision of an upstream 
sequence. By expressing CreERT2 (a tamoxifen-inducible version of Cre) under the nestin 
promoter45, researchers can generate labeled clones originating from a single radial glial cell, 
showing that adult stem cells asymmetrically divide to form astrocytes and neuronal 
progenitors at roughly equal proportions29. Previous studies showing that neurogenesis was 
ten times more frequent46 may be an artifact of the intermediate progenitor step, where 
proliferation increases the number of neurons generated. An astrocyte, on the other hand, was 
recently discovered to be specified through a single asymmetric division29.  
 
Thus, whereas the fates of embryonic neural stem cells are specified at distinct temporal 
stages, adult neural stem cells can be specified into both neurons and astrocytes 
concomitantly. This fate decision hinges largely on signals received from their interactions 
with other progenitors, astrocytes, granule neurons, and the neighboring bloodstream through 
which hormones and other signaling molecules are delivered35,36. 
 
The influence of these neighboring niche cells have been shown to affect the proliferation and 
differentiation of both type I and type II progenitors (Figure 1-2b). In vitro, astrocyte 
co-culture has been shown to induce proliferation and neuronal differentiation of adult 
NSCs47 through both secreted and juxtacrine mechanisms. The molecular mediators of this 
neurogenic effect include Wnts48,49 and ephrin 50, whose effects have been confirmed both in 
vitro and in vivo. Wnts have also been shown to regulate the symmetry of divisions in neural 
stem cells51.  
 
Additionally, Notch signaling between progenitors is required for self-renewal and 
expansion47 by inhibiting neuronal differentiation52. E-cadherin expressed by neural stem 
cells, progenitors and neighboring niche cells have also been shown to be important for 
regulating proliferation and self-renewal of the pluripotent phenotype53. Genetic ablation of 
E-cadherin results in fewer pluripotent NSCs capable of forming neurospheres. The transfer 
of metabolites and small molecules through gap junctions also plays a role in the maintenance 
of type I radial glia in vivo54, and is important for neural-stem-cell mediated repair after 
injury55.  
 
Neural stem cells can also be differentiated into subtypes specific to other regions of the 
brain. For example, ectopic transplantation of in vitro-expanded SGZ progenitors into the 
SVZ produced progeny that not only migrated along the same RMS to the olfactory bulb, but 
that also differentiated into the tyrosine hydroxylase-positive neurons commonly found 
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there56. This fate plasticity demonstrates clearly that the signaling environment is of utmost 
importance in regulating differentiation decisions.  
 
Most of what is known about these stem and progenitor cells is uncovered by up- or down- 
regulating genes in vivo through known small molecule regulators of specific pathways48, 
retro- or lentiviral mediated gene delivery57, or as discussed, tissue-specific Cre-lox mediated 
recombination43 to target genetic alterations to specific cell types and tissue compartments. 
BrdU techniques and immunohistochemical staining58 can be used to label recently divided 
cells and cell fate using specific immunomarkers. However, even tissue-specific expression of 
mutant genes can have off-target effects, activating in non-target cells within the same or 
different organ causing premature death or unwanted side effects59. Additionally, these studies 
cannot provide dynamic information within the same organism due to technical and practical 
constraints for in vivo imaging60.  
 
Thus, there are still many open questions about the population dynamics, kinetics, and 
bidirectionality of stem cell regulation by contact with neighboring cells. Is a single 
neighboring cell sufficient to strongly influence NSC fate decisions, or are contacts with 
multiple cells are necessary? If the latter, how many cells of each type are minimally 
necessary to induce differentiation down a specific lineage or promote self-renewal? How 
long must these cells be in contact? How are these various signals integrated to result in a fate 
commitment decision? When one stem cell makes a fate commitment, is this information 
conveyed to neighboring NSCs and does it in turn influence their fate commitment15,61,62? The 
development and application of better in vitro tools for manipulating and spatially patterning 
individual cells will help to answer some of these questions. 
 
1.2. Microtechnologies For Modulating Cell-To-Cell Signaling 
 
Simple forms of in vitro “niches” have been essential for many stem cell systems, including 
embryonic stem cells63-65, whose derivation and subsequent culture relied on mitotically 
inactivated fibroblasts as feeder layers. A homogenous culture of stem cells can be greatly 
affected by factors such as cell culture density66 and whether the cells are passed as single 
cells or colonies67. The spatial organization of cell culture is an inherent physical property that 
underpins intercellular signaling processes and contributes to fate outcomes in a more 
deterministic way than previously appreciated68. 
 
To gain mechanistic insight into how stem cells are dynamically regulated by other cells 
during differentiation and self-renewal processes, it is useful (and perhaps even necessary) to 
spatially monitor and control individual cells. While spatial organization has historically been 
controlled for, this can now be explicitly controlled by cellular micropatterning technologies 
that make it possible to position cells with defined connectivity and at single cell resolution.  
 
The recent explosion of microfluidics and other microtechnologies for biological applications 
was made possible by the advent of soft lithography69, a set of simple techniques using 
elastomeric molding to perfectly replicate the microscale features of molds made through 
conventional cleanroom photolithography (Figure 1-3). Specifically, the field’s adoption of 
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polydimethylsiloxane (Figure 1-3b), a transparent and biocompatible elastomer, for the 
fabrication of microfluidic devices enabled rapid prototyping of devices for applications 
across cell biology, biochemistry, and increasingly, developmental biology. In addition to its 
optical clarity, PDMS is also gas-permeable which enables the culture of mammalian cells 
that typically require a 5% CO2 environment for maintaining their bicarbonate buffered 
medium at pH 7.470. Additionally PDMS can be bonded irreversibly to a clean glass substrate 
by treating both surfaces to create free silanol groups (-Si-OH). When the activated surfaces 
are brought together, a condensation reaction creates a covalent Si-O-Si bond. Thus PDMS 
can be used to mold open channels from lithographically defined features on a wafer, and then 
bonded to glass or other Si-OH containing materials to form microfluidic channels.  
 
However, PDMS has some important drawbacks. It is permeable not only to gas and water, 
but also to hydrophobic molecules, which include important biomolecules such as lipids, 
steroids, or other small molecules that are used as agonists or antagonists of signaling 
pathways71. Additionally, typical preparations of PDMS often result in the retention of 
residual low-molecular weight oligomers that can constitute up to 5% w/w of the cured 
material and have been shown to incorporate into the cell membranes of breast cancer cells 
(MCF-7) on-chip71. These oligomers can be extracted through a succession of solvent 
washes72,73, but this step is often omitted.  
 

 
Figure 1-3. Microscale technologies for cell biology. Photolithography (a) enables the creation of micron-scale 
relief features that are used as molds to create microchannels in PDMS (b) or surface microposts that can be used 
for patterning proteins and cells (c). Here we show mouse embryonic fibroblasts grown on circular patterns 
stained with phalloidin-488 as an example.  
 
Broadly, microscale technologies endow researchers with the ability to physically position 
cells, signaling ligands, or ECM molecules down to single-cell or sub-micron resolution. 
Surface micropatterns are created by patterning cytophilic and cytophobic regions on 2D cell 
culture substrates such as polystyrene or glass74,69,75. The elastomeric molds for stamping 
these patterns are typically cast using PDMS from wafers with relief structures defined by 
conventional photolithographic techniques. For many chemistries, these micropatterns can last 
for weeks in culture76, exerting a constant spatial boundary condition over the cells seeded on 
their surface (Figure 1-3c). 3D cellular patterns can also be generated by imprinting these 
molds directly into hydrogels to form cavities that support cell growth. Additionally, the 
patterned areas can be dynamically regulated by releasing patterns77, by using in situ 
photolithography processes78 and other techniques79. Patterning multiple cell types can also be 
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achieved using microscope-based in situ photopatterning, micromachined interlocking 
substrates, and orthogonal chemistries. Since some of the technologies described here have 
not made the full leap from the engineer’s workbench to the stem cell biologist’s toolkit, 
examples using other cell models will at times be described to illustrate the potential of these 
approaches. 
 
Depending on the implementation details, different functionalities are possible, ranging from 
simple micropatterns regulating colony size to heterotypic multicellular constructs with single 
cell resolution. In the next few pages, we draw on examples from the literature to illustrate 
how these technologies may be applied for stem cell systems and for investigating cell-cell 
signaling more broadly.  
 
1.2.1 Static 2D Micropatterns Reveal Autoregulatory Signaling Loops 
 
Even very simple static micropatterns have yielded important insights, by using a single 
parameter such as size or shape to tune endogenous signaling. Motivated by the fact that 
hESC survival was dependent on colony passaging, Peerani et al. patterned hESCs into circles 
of varying size to investigate whether autoregulatory feedback loops governed self-renewal 
and differentiation80. Bigger colonies resulted in much better maintenance of the pluripotent 
state due to auto-regulatory signaling through the BMP pathway, members of the TGF-beta 
superfamily known to promote differentiation in hESCs. They observed that individual cells 
were highly influenced by their neighbors: cells which were surrounded by Oct4+ cells were 
more likely to remain positive for Oct4 and negative pSmad1, which is an important mediator 
of the BMP pathway. These Oct4+ cells were also shown to secrete antagonists of the BMP 
pathway, while their Oct4- neighbors secreted BMP itself.  
 
Intriguingly, they found that small colonies (200 µm) were only 20% positive for the 
pluripotency marker, Oct4, whereas larger colonies (600 and 800 µm) were all 80% Oct4+. 
This bistability suggests the existence of intercellular feedback loops that maintain the 
pluripotency state of hESCs so long as the initial environment contains a threshold 
concentration of essential factors such as BMP antagonists. Extending this concept, the same 
group studied the effect of colony size in the presence of differentiation inducers (BMP and 
Activin A), finding that smaller patterns drive primitive endodermal differentiation and that 
larger patterns drive mesodermal differentiation81.  
 
1.2.2 Investigating Morphogenesis in Patterned 3D Gels 
 
In a similar vein, studies applying simple morphological constraints on mammary epithelial 
tissue discovered fundamental mechanisms regulating branching morphogenesis and 
self-organization in the mammary gland. The mammary duct normally exists as a bilayered 
tubular network with a 3-dimensional branched structure. Nelson et al. showed that epithelial 
cells grown in embossed microcavities in collagen gels would self organize into hollow 
tubules. When stimulated to undergo branching morphogenesis, the tubules tended to invade 
into adjacent collagen at the the tips of patterned tubules82. By immunostaining for putative 
growth factors, the authors discovered an increased concentration of TGF-β1 along the 
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midsection of the tubules, suggesting that autocrine secretion of TGF-β1 inhibited branching. 
Inhibition of TGF-β1 induced isotropic branching along the patterned tubule, and not just at 
areas of high convexity where the effective cell density was low. These experiments 
demonstrate that branching cues, at least in part, derive from the intrinsic geometry of existing 
epithelial ducts and not from signaling cues provided by surrounding cells.  
 
Another study from the same group used stiffer cylindrical microcavities to investigate 
whether a mixture of two separate lineages of mammary epithelial cells could self-organize 
into bilayered structures83. This time, deposited cells could not adhere or invade the 
surrounding material (a synthetic elastomer), causing them to aggregate within the confined 
cavities. This ex vivo reconstitution of an in vivo structure normally formed through regulated 
morphogenetic processes was necessary to impose an initial disorganized state. Observation 
of the two lineages showed that over 48 hours they could self-segregate into the interior 
(luminal cells) or exterior (myoepithelial cells) of the structure, a process almost solely driven 
by dynamic E-cadherin-mediated cell-cell adhesions.  
 
1.2.3 Removing Paracrine Factors By Flow 
 
From developmental studies, several major classes of paracrine signaling proteins are known 
to be critically important for stem cells, including fibroblast growth factors (FGF), epidermal 
growth factors (EGF), Hedgehogs, Wnts, and transforming growth factors (TGF-β). These 
pathways are important in regulating differentiation, proliferation, apoptosis, and spatial 
patterning processes such as tissue boundary formation and specifying limb bud polarity. For 
in vitro stem cell culture, factors such as FGF, EGF, BMP and LIF (two members of the 
TGF-beta family) are commonly used to maintain cells in a state of self-renewal or to induce 
differentiation. However, in addition to these major classes, cells secrete hundreds of different 
molecules, complicating the identification of which factor or combination of factors is 
relevant. 
 
A novel way to assess the role of specific paracrine signaling pathways is to sweep away all 
paracrine signals and combinatorially re-introduce them and add factors back. Blagovic et al. 
found that continuously perfusing mouse ES cells in a microfluidic chamber with fresh 
differentiation medium disrupted neuroectodermal specification and expansion, indicating that 
auto-regulatory paracrine signaling was necessary84. Adding back FGF-4, a factor known to 
be secreted in the system, partially rescued the phenotype but was insufficient by itself. 
Further research using this system could help to identify whether paracrine signaling factors 
in ES cells can be reduced to a minimally sufficient set for both self-renewal and 
differentiation processes.  
 
1.2.4 Biomimetic Co-Cultures in Configurable Devices 
 
Since all tissues and by extension, stem cell niches, are heterogeneous, positional control over 
multiple cell types would facilitate the creation of co-cultures that approximate the native 
properties of a complex tissue. Simple forms of two-component co-cultures has long been 
enabled by simple Transwell inserts, wherein cells grown on a porous membrane can signal in 
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trans to cells grown in the underlying well47,85. However, this system does not have 
controllable spatial parameters and its applicability is restricted to long-range diffusible 
signals. Novel microscale reconstructions of in vivo cellular microenvironments can reveal 
important insights about basic biological processes that are not observable by traditional 
techniques.  
 
For example, the ex vivo culture of liver hepatocytes is known to require essential signals 
from stromal cells to maintain proper hepatocyte function. However, conditioned media from 
these cell types and transwell insert co-cultures have proven ineffective86, indicating that 
signaling must occur at a closer range. To investigate the dependence of hepatocyte function 
on signaling from these neighboring fibroblasts, Hui et al.79 engineered microfabricated 
culture substrates whose relative distance could be adjusted. These micromechanical combs 
were fabricated in silicon wafers by deep reactive ion-etching. Two combs fit together by an 
integrated snap-lock mechanism at two positions to allow for distinct populations of cells to 
be cultured on the fingers in contact or gap mode. Using this system, they discovered that 
hepatocytes needed direct contact with neighboring stroma for the first 24 hours of in vitro 
culture, after which close-range soluble signals were sufficient for preserving hepatocyte 
viability and function. The molecular basis for this transient requirement for cell-cell contact 
has not been fully elucidated but the non-transmembrane T-cadherin is one candidate 
mediator87.  
 
Another example demonstrating the potential of applying microscale technology to 
re-creating tissue microenvironments is in the novel design of a lung tissue mimic88. The 
authors of this study engineered a microfluidic device with a porous silicone membrane 
bisecting a microchannel. The porous membrane supported the growth of human alveolar 
epithelial cells on one side and microvascular endothelial cells on the other, forming a 
structural equivalent to the alveolar-capillary interface. After cells were grown to form tight 
monolayers, air was introduced to the alveolar compartment to mimic the air-liquid interface. 
Functional validation of this device showed properties – increased surfactant expression, 
increased electrical resistance across the bilayer, and greatly reduced trans-bilayer protein 
permeability – commensurate with in vivo observations. Additionally, the mechanical loading 
of physiological breathing could be simulated by applying cyclic pressure to two unconnected 
smaller channels flanking the central culture channel, stretching the cells cultured in the 
central channel. Using this device, they discovered that the harmful effects of nanoparticulate 
pollutants, as simulated by silica nanoparticles, were significantly enhanced by cyclic strain. 
Under conditions of cyclic strain, alveolar epithelia not only exhibited higher levels of cellular 
oxidative stress but they also transported nanoparticles to the endothelial compartment, 
effectively spreading the toxicity systemically. This system uniquely integrates mechanical 
and cellular features that are integral to a functional lung alveolus, enabling sustained in vitro 
observation in response to relevant stimuli.  
 
1.2.5 Micropatterning With Single Cell Resolution 
 
To truly recreate the structural complexity of a multicellular microenvironment, positional 
control of single cells can be extremely useful. Since the resolution of photolithography is far 
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smaller than that of a single cell, size-matched surface patterns89 or physical well-based 
traps90,91 allow contacts between individual cells to be precisely engineered. For example, 
bowtie and propeller-shaped micropatterns allowed researchers to decouple the effects of 
juxtacrine signaling from secreted factor signaling in regulating proliferation between 
individual endothelial cells89. Assessment of DNA synthesis revealed a biphasic relationship 
between cell contact and proliferation, with single cells and cell triplets proliferating less than 
cell pairs. Exogenous VE-cadherin stimulation was also sufficient to rescue proliferation in 
the single-cell state, indicating that VE-cadherin was solely responsible for enhancing 
proliferation by providing junctional attachments for cells to regulate their intracellular 
stiffness.  
 
While patterning with single cell resolution can work for investigating behavior between 
homogenous cell types, heterotypic interactions are more difficult to engineer. Patterning 
multiple cell types at high resolution is not trivial, as all cell types express integrin adhesion 
receptors and engage with extracellular matrix proteins via integrin receptors. Since cells 
often express overlapping sets of integrins, it can in general be impossible challenging to find 
ECM molecules that bind one cell type but not the othercan distinguish between cell types. 
Thus, patterning multiple cell types requires alternative technologies for orthogonal treatment 
of different cells.  
 
One study succeeded in co-patterning 3T3 fibroblasts and mouse ES cells by exploiting a 
specific property of hyaluronic acid (HA). HA resists cell and most protein adsorption except 
collagen, making it an effective blocking layer until it is rendered cytophilic by collagen 
coating92. Another method to pattern multiple cell types is by in situ photopatterning of a 
bio-compatible cytophobic photoresist78. The photoresist can be exposed using the UV 
channel of a fluorescent microscope, revealing a biotinylated substrate that can bind 
avidin-bound ECM or antibody molecules for cell binding. Thus, different cells can be 
patterned in succession by serially exposing spots in the field of view. Finally, one very 
promising technology for patterning multiple cell types is by labeling cells with 
oligonucleotides93 and capturing them on surfaces decorated with the complementary strand94. 
This approach lends itself well to multiplexing due to the combinatorial nature of DNA and 
can be a very powerful tool for patterning in both 2D94,95 and 3D96.  
  
Fine control over cellular positioning and other aspects of the cellular microenvironment is a 
important tool for discovery, especially in light of evidence that cell-to-cell variability can be 
largely determined by environmental factors68. The insights gained from in vitro 
reconstitution studies illuminate not only the necessary components for proper cell and tissue 
function, but also what is sufficient to recreate complex physiological processes such as stem 
cell self-renewal and differentiation.  
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Chapter 2: Non-Invasive Microfluidic Gap Junction Assay 
 
 
 
 
 
2.1 Introduction 
 
Gap junctions are protein channels between cells that allow direct electrical and metabolic 
coupling via the exchange of ions, metabolites, ATP and other small aqueous molecules.. Gap 
junctions are mostly known to be integral in the proper functioning of cardiac and 
neuronal systems. However, they have also been shown to be important for neural stem 
cells. In radial glia, gap junctional coupling via Cx43 and Cx26 is vital for neurogenesis1. 
Additionally, gap junctions mediate the immediate neuroprotective effects of immature 
neural stem cells upon transplantation into recipient brain tissue2.  
 
Each junction is comprised of two subunits, composed of six connexin proteins each, that dock 
together and form an open channel between cells. There is tremendous diversity in the way they 
are assembled, as they can be composed of either homogeneous or heterogeneous subunits, 
resulting in variance in pore sizes or electrochemical regulation (voltage, pH, ionic gating)3.  
 
The biophysical properties of a gap junction, such as their conductance or regulation by small 
molecules and ions, can be readily characterized. Because gap junctional communication allows 
the fast equilibration of low molecular weight molecules, they are widely known to be involved in 
the control of cell growth and cell death4,and coordinate muscle contraction5-7. It is also known 
that aberrant gap junction physiology, as a result of connexin downregulation, improper 
trafficking or genetic mutations, can contribute to cancer8, cardiac, neurological, auditory, and 
skin diseases9. However, new roles are continually being discovered10 implying that our 
understanding of their physiological role is far from complete. Thus, given the dizzying array of 
gap junctions, the tissues in which they are present, and the molecules that pass through them, it is 
vital to develop fast, versatile, and high-throughput cell biology platforms for functional studies 
across many dimensions of parameter space.  
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Currently researchers employ either physical injection, scrape-loading, electrophysiological, or 
electroporation techniques to assess dye transfer. In the microinjection method, a microneedle is 
used to deliver a bolus of drug or dye into a single cell, while monitoring dye spreading into 
neighboring cells (Figure 2-1a). In scrape loading/dye transfer (SL/DT), a scalpel is used to make 
an incision into a cell monolayer, allowing the loading of dye into cells whose membrane integrity 
has been compromised11 (Figure 2-1b). However, these methods suffer several limitations. 
Single-cell microinjection is very precise and quantitative, but is also very technically challenging 
and low throughput. A highly skilled technician can reasonably perform only a limited number of 
microinjections per day. At the other end of the spectrum, scrape-loading dye transfer is fast and 
accessible, but highly unquantitative due to uneven dye loading and poor cell viability12.  
 
In addition, many other methods13 for studying gap junction communication also exist, including 
electrophysiological methods, which yield insight into current conduction but not the size limits of 
junctional permeability, fluorescence recovery14 or activation15, which can be phototoxic and 
expensive, or radio-labeled metabolic assays, which require cloning steps and are limited in cell 
type. Electroporation has also been investigated as a way of spatially isolating dye loading16,17, 
but it is an invasive procedure that can adversely affect cell viability18. Each of these 
approaches is characterized by its own advantages and disadvantages (Table 1), and the 
most appropriate assay will naturally be application-dependent. 
 

 
 
Figure 2-1. Methods for loading dye into a subset of contacting cells. Traditional approaches include 
microinjection (a) and scrape loading/dye transfer (b). Our approach uses microfluidic dye focusing (c), which 
can be achieved by focusing a stream of dye between two buffer streams. Calcein dye is used in our application 
because its acetomethoxy (AM) form is non-fluorescent and membrane permeable. However, once the AM ester 
is cleaved by intracellular esters, the molecule becomes fluorescent and can no longer exit the cell (d). This is a 
useful property for time-lapse monitoring. The photolithographic mask of the device is given in (e), showing the 
serpentine fluidic resistors at the inputs. (f) A COMSOL simulation shows dye focusing of calcein dye (D = 2.5 
x 10-10m2/s). 
 
Here we demonstrate a non-invasive microfluidic gap junction assay, which is repeatable, 
quantitative, and simple to operate. Previous microfluidic devices for assaying gap junction 
mediated dye transfer19 work by vacuum suction trapping two cells adjacent to one another and 
loading calcein into one of the cells. However, this approach retains the cells in a rounded 
non-adherent state, in which cell-cell junctions may not be able to form. In contrast, the method 
we have developed integrates adherent cell culture with the subsequent assay, thus allowing the 
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cells ample time to adhere and express functional junctions. With this method, we can selectively 
deliver dye by using hydrodynamic focusing of fluids at low Reynolds number (Re < 1) into a 
column of cells within a confluent cell culture chamber, and monitor subsequent dye transfer by 
fluorescent microscopy. Although, historically hydrodynamic focusing has long been used in flow 
cytometry for sorting applications, the principle has now garnered attention as a method for 
precise fluidic delivery of small molecules into cells20-22.  
 
Table 1. Advantages and limitations of various gap junction assays. 

 
 
We measure the extent of dye spread and effective diffusivities through gap junction 
connected cells using a quantitative microfluidic cell biology platform. After loading dye 
by hydrodynamic focusing of calcein/AM, dye transfer dynamics into neighboring, 
unexposed cells can be monitored via timelapse fluorescent microscopy. By using a 
selective microfluidic dye loading over a confluent layer of cells, we found that high 
expression of gap junctions in C6 cells transmits calcein across the monolayer with an effective 
diffusivity of 3.4 x 10-13 m2/s, which are highly coupled by Cx43. We also found that the 
gap junction blocker 18α-GA works poorly in the presence of serum even at high concentrations 
(50 µM); however, it is highly effective down to 2.5 µM in the absence of serum. Furthermore, 
when the drug is washed out, dye spread resumes rapidly within 1 minute for all doses, indicating 
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the drug does not affect transcriptional regulation of connexins in these Cx43+ cells, in contrast to 
previous studies. This integrated microfluidic platform enables the in situ monitoring of gap 
junction communication, yielding dynamic information about intercellular molecular transfer and 
pharmacological inhibition and recovery. 
 
2.2 Principle of Operation 
 
This device operates by hydrodynamic focusing of dye to spatially target the delivery of 
calcein dye into some cells, while leaving their immediate neighbors unperturbed. 
Thereafter, the subsequent transfer of dye from the targeted cells to their neighbors can be 
attributed to direct cytosolic transfer (Figure 2-1c). For our chosen channel geometries, the 
Peclet number is on the order of 105, indicating that advective transport dominates over 
diffusive transport.  
 
In our experiments we used the calcein/acetomethoxy (AM) dye which has many useful 
properties for our application. Calcein, a normally anionic protein, is not permeable to cell 
membranes. However, the AM ester modifies the carboxyl groups on the molecule, 
rendering it nonfluorescent and also nonpolar so that the molecules can penetrate the cell 
membrane Once inside the cell, however, intracellular esterases cleave off the AM ester, 
thus uncaging the fluorescence and rendering the dye membrane-impermeable again. 
Calcein (623 Da) is known to permeate through many types of gap junctions13 and can be 
used as a tracer in microinjection experiments23.  
  
The properties of calcein/AM are extremely useful for our assay because once a dye 
molecule is loaded into a cell membrane, it can no longer diffuse back out into the 
extracellular environment (Figure 2-1d). Thus, any spread in fluorescence is restricted to 
lateral transmission through gap junctions. By timelapse-imaging the cells after dye 
loading, we can spatiotemporally observe the process of gap-junction mediated dye 
transfer. Image processing of the data yields biophysical measurements on the rate of dye 
transfer.  
 
2.3. Methods 
 
2.3.1 Microfluidics Device Fabrication 
 
The microfluidic devices were fabricated by casting polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) (Dow 
Corning Sylgard 184) against a negative master. The master was made by 
photolithographically patterning SU-8 2035 on a silicon wafer. The SU-8 was spincast to a 
thickness of 40 µm and exposed using a contact aligner. The masks were designed in 
AutoCAD and printed on mylar (40,640 DPI, Fine-line Imaging). Wafers were hard baked 
for 30 minutes at 150 °C and treated with trichloromethylsilane (Sigma) for 20 minutes by 
vapor deposition to facilitate easy removal of PDMS.  
 
PDMS elastomer was mixed with curing agent at a standard ratio of 1:10. The polymer 
was then cast onto the silicon masters and cured at 60 °C for one hour. After the devices 
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were cut and punched with fluidic inlets, they were treated with an oxygen plasma for 
twenty seconds and bonded onto large #2 glass coverslips. The entire device was then 
bonded onto bottomless polystyrene 96-well plates (Evergreen Scientific), which served as 
fluid reservoirs for the inlets. A pressure controller with a manifold for 96-well plates was then 
used to control the pressure of the fluidic inlets (ONIX, CellASIC Inc).  
 
2.3.2 Cell Culture 
 
 All HeLa and C6 cell lines are maintained in DMEM with 4.5 g/L of glucose, 10% FBS, and 
1% penicillin/streptomyocin at 37°C with 5% CO2. Cells are passed at 70% confluency 
using 0.05% trypsin with EDTA (GIBCO). 
 
2.3.3 Device Operation 
 
Assembled microfluidic devices were first UV-sterilized for two hours, then loaded with 10 
µg/mL fibronectin and incubated at room temperature for 1 hour. Cells are trypsinized (0.25% 
trypsin with 1 mM EDTA (GIBCO)) and seeded into the culture chambers at high density (10 
million cells/mL) from the outlet at 0.1 PSI. The device is then detached from the manifold and 
the cells are cultured to confluence (about 2-4 days) in a standard incubator (37 °C and 5% CO2). 
Gravity-driven flow of the media (400 µl) provided at the inlet reservoirs ensures that the cells are 
continually perfused with fresh media at a flow rate of approximately 0.2 µL/s, as measured by 
particle tracking inside the chambers.  
 
Once the cells grow to confluence, all reservoirs are loaded with CO2-independent medium 
(GIBCO), supplemented with 1% penicillin/streptomyocin (GIBCO), to replace the original 
DMEM media. An additional 0.05% DMSO is added to the media to control for the additional 
DMSO when the gap junctional blocker 18α-glycyrrhetinic acid is added. Calcein/AM 
(Invitrogen) is dissolved in DMSO (Sigma-Aldrich) and diluted into the culture medium to 20 
µM. In some experiments, the lipophilic DiI dye is also added to this dye solution to a final 
concentration of 5 µM. This dye solution is then loaded into the central reservoir. The dye is 
hydrodynamically focused over the cultured cells by applying high pressure (3.1 PSI) onto the 
side channels and low pressure (0.1 PSI) into the middle channel. After 5 minutes of dye loading, 
the dye stream is stopped and timelapse images are taken at 1 frame per minute for 25 minutes. 
Forward pressure in the buffering streams is maintained at 0.11 PSI to prevent backflow of 
dye-laden solution.  
 
For 18α-glycyrrhetinic acid (18α-GA) experiments, cells are treated with the drug in a cell culture 
incubator for 30 minutes. All 18α-GA stocks are prepared the day of the experiment, to a 
stock concentration of 100 mM. After treatment, the cells are then subjected to the same 
dye focusing protocol as detailed above. After the dye loading and 25 minute timelapse, 
fresh media is flowed through to wash out the 18α-GA concurrently with continued 
imaging. 
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2.3.4 Fluorescence Imaging and Data Analysis 
 
Quantitative fluorescence imaging of cells was performed using a Zeiss AxioObserver Z1 
microscope with a Hamamatsu 9100-13 EMCCD camera. Image acquisition was automated using 
iVision (BioVision Technologies). Five line profiles per data set were chosen manually based on 
high fluorescence in the dye-loaded cells, to ensure a high signal-to-noise ratio and so that no cell 
was represented twice.  
 
2.4. Results 
 
2.4.1 Device Design, Simulation, and Characterization 
 
The design of the device was constrained by the target width of dye focusing, the 
minimum pressure that can be applied by our flow controller and the maximum shear that 
can be reasonably experienced by C6 glioma cells. Previous research has shown that 
glioma cells can be cultured under shear conditions up to 32 dynes/cm4, so we chose a 
threshold of at most 5 dynes/cm. The target width of the dye stream is approximately the 
width of one adherent cell, in this case, 25 µm. Although subcellular resolution has been 
achieved20, those widths are unneccessary for our application, since we are investigating 
transport between cells.  
 
We use a pneumatic flow controller to actuate the liquid in our devices. Because the 
digital resolution of our pneumatic flow controller is 0.1 PSI, or around 0.7 kPa, the 
effective fluidic resistance of the device must be high in order to supply low flowrates. 
Using lumped element modeling and assuming a Poiseuille flow profile, we approximate 
the resistance of a fluidic channel by: 
 

 ! = !"!"
!!!

   (2-1) 
 
where η is the viscosity of solution, L is the length of the channel, W is the width, and h is 
the height24. Using this equation and the constraints on flowrate ratios, we designed 
serpentine channel resistors (49 x 0.1 x 0.05 mm) at each inlet (Figure 2-1e), with 
resistances up to 790 Pa/(uL/min), resulting in a final flow velocity in the cell culture 
chamber of approximately 0.07 cm/s (3 dynes/cm2). Empirical characterization of the bare 
devices showed that 25 µm dye widths can be achieved by applying 0.1 PSI of pressure at 
the central inlet and 3.1 PSI of pressure at the outer inlet (Figure 2-2a-b). 
 
With these parameters, finite element simulations also verified hydrodynamic focusing of 
the central dye stream with sharp boundaries (Figure 2). Simulations were run assuming 
incompressible Navier-Stokes flow and a diffusion constant of 2.5 x 10-10 m2/s for 
calcein25 (Figure 2-1f)  
 
One central concern was that a cell monolayer on the bottom surface of the device 
chamber would introduce topographical variations that would disturb the flow profile 
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significantly. Experimental validation shows that even with HeLa cells cultured in the 
chambers, the dye is still focused with sharp boundaries to 24 +/- 6 µm (mean ± SD, n = 4) 
using the pressures previously determined (Figure 2-2-d). HeLa cells are reported to have 
downregulated connexin expression, so after 5 minutes of dye loading, and 10 minutes of 
incubation, the calcein dye is concentrated in the middle of the chamber. DiI dye, a 
lipophilic membrane dye, was also used as a control to track the spatial localization of the 
central dye stream (Figure 2-2e).  
 

 
Figure 2-2. Dye focusing in bare devices and over confluent cells. Various widths of dye focusing can be 
achieved with the device by modulating the pressure at the outer inlets with respect to the inner inlet (a). At Pi= 
0.11 PSI, and Po= 3.1 PSI, dye in bare channels can be focused to a width of 20 µm (b). Dye focusing over HeLa 
cells show that calcein/AM and DiI dye can be focused over cells in the center of the channel (c-e). Scale bar: 
200 µm.  
 
Because DiI is restricted to the membrane and cannot be transferred to adjacent cells, the 
DiI serves as a control to ensure that dye streams are not mixing in the chamber. The DiI 
fluorescence is more concentrated to the middle of the chamber, indicating that HeLa cells 
may have some low level of gap junction expression. However, it is more likely that this 
result reflects the much lower diffusivities of DiI in solution (2.5 x 10-11 m2/s) or in cell 
membranes (3.8 x 10-12 m2/s).  
 
Although the presence of cells on the bottom surface of the microfluidic device does not 
significantly affect sharpness of the dye peak, the cells do disturb the path of the central 
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dye stream, offsetting it from the center of the chamber, or introducing a slight curvature. 
These disturbances are unavoidable and in subsequent dye transfer experiments, we 
account for this variation simply by measuring all dye spread distances from the peak, 
even if the peak deviates from the center. 
 
One major advantage of the microfluidic approach is that dye loading can be accomplished in an 
entirely noninvasive way, while also yielding dynamic information about the process of dye 
transfer. In addition, the operation of this device is extremely simple, requiring no syringe pumps 
or tubing, which can be bulky to transport and can introduce deleterious bubbles into the system, 
as explained below.  
 
With a pneumatic pressure controller, bubbles rise to the air-liquid interface which is separated 
from the fluidic inlet by the height of liquid present in the reservoir. Since it is easy to disengage 
the device from the pressure flow controller, extended periods of cell culture can be performed 
on-chip, without the potential bubble problems that can arise when re-interfacing microfluidic 
chips with tubing for syringe pumps. Though we use a commercially available pressure controller 
to actuate the flow inside the microdevice, it is entirely possible to actuate the device by simply 
applying a vacuum at the outlet, requiring no more than a standard vacuum line and a vacuum 
controller or vacuum gauge. Additionally, master molds of this feature size can easily be 
fabricated using simple materials such as shrinky dinks26 or through a public foundry27. Thus, the 
technique is extremely accessible even to researchers outside of the microfluidics community. 
 
2.4.2 Dye Transfer in Cx43+ C6 Glioma 
 
After validating that dye focusing is intact even over confluent cells, we investigated the 
dynamic spread of dye in C6 glioma cells stably transfected with connexin43 (Cx43). As 
typical of many cancer cell types, the wildtype C6 glioma cells have downregulated the 
expression of gap junctions. Biochemical characterization of Cx43 protein levels has been 
previously performed elsewhere17.  
 
We characterized the spread of calcein dye in Cx43+ C6 cells, wildtype C6 cells, and 
Cx43+ C6 cells which have been treated with the gap junction blocker, 18α-glycyrrhetinic 
acid. The Cx43+ C6 cells show extensive lateral transfer of calcein dye (Figure 2-3b,Figure 
2-4b), compared to the wildtype cells (Figure 2-3a, Figure 2-4a). After treatment with 18α-GA, 
the same Cx43+ cells are assayed, revealing a drastic reduction in dye spread (Figure 2-3c, 
Figure 2-4c). The fluorescence profiles across the chamber are given for multiple points along the 
chamber (Figure 2-3) and over time (Figure 2-4), yielding dynamic information about gap 
junctional transfer of dye.  
 
By plotting the average dye spread over time (Figure 2-5a), we can see that calcein travels 
approximately 50 µm through the Cx43+ C6 cells in 25 minutes.  We discovered in these 
experiments that dye transfer is greatly reduced, but not completely abolished, when incubated 
with 50 µM 18α-GA in serum-containing media.  Using the equation for the diffusion length, L 
= √4Dt, we can calculate an effective diffusivity, plotted in Figure 5b.  This calculation yields an 
effective diffusivity of 3.4 x 10-13 m2/s for the Cx43+ cells, translating to a reduction of two 
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orders of magnitude in the diffusivity of calcein in cell cytosol27. When gap junctions are 
blocked by 18α-GA, the diffusivity drops slightly, to approximately 1.2 x 10-13 m2/s. 

 
Figure 2-3 Fluorescence intensity profiles across the cell chamber, 30 minutes after dye loading. Each profile is 
the column average of the area Cx43-negative wild-type C6 cells (a) do not exhibit any dye spread, at any point 
along the chamber. Cx43+ C6 cells (b) show extensive dye transfer, as evidenced by the multiple fluorescent 
peaks across the chamber. The presence of gap junction blocker 18α-GA inhibits dye transfer (c). Fluctuations in 
peak intensity can be attributed to fluctuations in the intensity of the illumination source. Scale bar: 100 µm 

 
Figure 2-4 Fluorescence intensity profiles over time of a given region-of-interest for the different cell types. The 
profile plotted is a column average of the area (20 pixels width) given in the white dashed box in Figure 3. 
Wildtype C6 cells (a) show no spreading over 30 minutes, while Cx43+ cells (b) show a decrease in the 
fluorescence of the central peak, with a corresponding increase in the fluorescence of neighboring cells. 18α-GA 
exposure inhibits dye spread (c). Scale bar: 100 µm 
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However, we found that when the Cx43+ cells are treated in 18α-GA in the absence of 
serum, the efficacy of the drug is greatly increased (Figure 2-6).  Without serum, dye 
transfer was completely blocked down to 5 µM (Figure 2-6e).  The observation that serum 
blocked the activity of the inhibitor corroborates with the studies done on alveolar 
epithelial cells28 and on fibroblasts29.  Both of these studies showed that the presence of 
serum required concentrations of 18α-GA over 50 µM in order to block gap junction 
activity.   
 
In the dose response study, we found that the drug is half-maximally effective at 0.5 µM.  At 
this concentration, the pEC50 was 3.8 x 10-14 m2/s, about halfway in between the maximum 
(3.4 x 10-13 m2/s with no drug), and the minimum (1.78 x 10-15 m2/s for 50 µM). 
 
After 25 minutes of incubation in the drug-containing media, we washed out the drug 
using serum-containing media and continue the timelapse for another 25 minutes. These 
experiments showed that the dynamics of recovery are extremely fast for all doses. Within 
one minute of the washout, lateral dye spread was detectable for all doses, asymptotically 
approaching the maximum within 25 minutes (Figure 2-6a-d). The fast dynamics of this 
recovery for all doses indicates that the primary blocking action of glycyrrhetinic acid is 
biochemical and not transcriptional in nature, as seen in other cell types at high 
concentrations28 (see Section 1.5). 
 
The low effective value of calcein diffusivity provides good evidence that any spread of 
fluorescence is not a result of lateral calcein diffusion in the extracellular media, which 
would be much faster. Two other results which verify that the dye spread is indeed gap 
junction-mediated are shown in Figure 2-7. In one set of experiments using Cx43+ C6 
cells, we see that a relatively isolated cluster of cells exhibits very low fluorescence 
compared to other cells at the same distance away from the center. This cluster is 
connected to the main body of cells through only one cell, thus drastically reducing the 
number of gap junctional connections that can be made. If the dye could travel by 
extracellular diffusion, then cellular fluorescence would be independent of membrane 
contact and dependent only on distance from the midline. Since we see almost no 
fluorescence in these isolated cells, we confirm that there is no extracellular diffusion. The 
second result is that membrane-localized DiI dye that is loaded concurrently with the 
calcein/AM dye shows no spread after 30 minutes of incubation, affirming that the 
apparent lateral diffusion is not an artifact of diffusive smearing in the laminar streams 
above the cells. Thus, we conclude that all diffusive spread of dye in our experiments is 
wholly dependent on direct cytosolic intercellular transfer.  
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Figure 2-5 Dye spread and effective diffusivity for Cx43+ C6 cells, wildtype C6 cells, and Cx43+ cells that have 
been treated with the gap junction blocker 18α-GA. For (a), dye spread is defined as width of the central 
fluorescent peak, measured at the point where the fluorescent intensity drops to 36.9% (1/e). Cx43+ C6 cells 
transfer the dye much further than wildtype C6 cells (error bars denote the standard deviation). Treatment of 
cells with 18α-GA greatly decreases the dye spread, but does not completely abolish it. In (b), the effective 
diffusivity is shown, indicating an increase in two orders of magnitude from wildtype C6 cells to Cx43+ cells. 
Treatment of cells with 18α-GA lowers the effective diffusivity by an order of magnitude. (n = 3 * indicates 
p<0.05). 
 

 
Figure 2-6 Dose response of 18α-GA and washout experiment in medium without serum. Four concentrations of 
18α-GA were tested (50 µM, 5 µM, 2.5 µM, and 0.5 µM) (a). Dye spread (defined as in Figure 5) is inhibited for 
all concentrations except 0.5 µM. Red arrows indicate the time of drug washout, at which point dye spread 
commences for all. Effective diffusivities are given in (b). (n = 3, * indicates p<0.05). 
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Figure 2-7 Further evidence that dye transfer is indeed gap junction mediated. An isolated 3-cell island shows 
little fluorescence due to a paucity of connections, showing that dye spread is indeed gap junction mediated (a, b, 
d, e). Additionally, 30-minute endpoint plots (f) of calcein fluorescence (b) and DiI (c) fluorescence in the 
chamber show that calcein is distributed across the entire chamber whereas the membrane-localized DiI dye is 
only present in cells in the middle of the chamber. This data set was not included in the analysis for Figure 5. 
 
2.5 Discussion 
 
The quantitative studies done here show that gap junction connected cells allow the 
transfer of small molecules, such as calcein dye, with an effective diffusivity of 3.4 x 10-13 

m2/s. The gap junction blocker 18α-GA, though clearly inhibiting gap junction communication, 
does not completely block gap junction communication, resulting in a final effective diffusivity of 
1.2 x 10-14 m2/s.  
 
The results of the washout study contrasts with a dose response study done in alveolar 
cells28, in which high doses (> 10 µM) of 18α-GA maintained for 30 minutes resulted in 
the disassembly of gap junctional plaques. Removal of the drug in this case did not induce 
the reassembly of gap junction plaques. However, our results show that Cx43+ C6 cells do 
not experience long-term reduction in gap junction coupling when treated with 18α-GA. In 
fact, these cells begin exhibiting dye spread immediately (<1 min) after the drug washout, 
completely independent of the initial drug dose. The faster dissociation of the drug in our 
device could be a direct result of the physical shear from continuous flow of fresh media 
during washout. Future iterations of this device with finer resolution on flow speed could 
elucidate the shear-dependence of this recovery. Another possible explanation for the 
discrepancy in results could be that the drug induces transcriptional feedback to 
downregulate gap junction expression in the other cells, but not in C6 cells. More detailed 
comparative studies are required to confirm these possible interpretations. 
 
In our study, we restrict the analysis of dye transfer to the x-dimension, based on the assumption 
that dye loading down the central column of cells is relatively even, and that dye transfer only 
occurs laterally. However, since diffusion occurs in 2D, the study can be easily extended by using 
more advanced image processing algorithms to detect individual cell boundaries and map the total 
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fluorescence in each cell at each timepoint to accurately measure the flux between cells. Connexin 
molecules can be GFP-tagged or stained in situ to provide yet another measure of the relative gap 
junctional density at each cell boundary.  
 
Although our study investigates only the transfer of calcein/AM particles, many other types of 
molecules can also be potentially loaded by conjugating them to an AM moiety or potentially by 
encapsulating them in liposomes, which fuse with the cell membrane to deposit their contents 
inside the cell. The spatially defined delivery of these molecules allows researchers to visually 
track signal transduction through any lateral cell signaling pathway, such as through connexins, 
pannexins, adherens junctions, desmosomes, and Notch/Delta signaling. The microfluidic 
architecture, as opposed to microinjection for instance, is advantageous in these cases because the 
continuous flow can aid in decoupling lateral signaling from secreted factor signaling. 
Additionally this platform makes it simple to perform washout experiments in situ, enabling the 
continuous monitoring of physiological processes with very fast dynamics. Since the modulation 
of gap junctions in intercellular communication are potential pharmacological targets, our 
microfluidic platform for gap junction analysis can be useful for the multiplexed functional 
screening of connexin mutations. 
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Chapter 3: Trap and Corral: A Two-Step Approach For 
Constructing And Constraining Dynamic Cell Contact Events In 
Differentiating Progenitor Cell Populations 
 
 
 
 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 
Cells are constantly subjected to a host of external signals which can influence their state, and 
thus phenotype and behavior. Mammalian cells are dependent on signals from surrounding 
cells to maintain viability, proliferate, and coordinate their actions. During developmental and 
regenerative processes, these lateral signals between cells provide instructive cues informing 
stem cells how, when, and where to differentiate.  
 
Localized intercellular cues can formally be categorized into paracrine and juxtacrine signals. 
In paracrine signaling, the signaling molecules are diffusible ligands, which are secreted by 
the sender cell. The docking of ligands to the receptors of the target cell triggers the signal 
transduction cascade that eventually regulates the gene transcription of the target cell and 
drives differentiation. In juxtacrine signaling, direct cell-to-cell contact is required for the 
signaling to take place because both ligands and receptors are membrane-bound. Many 
canonical juxtacrine signaling pathways, such as the Notch pathway1, the Wnt pathway, and 
the Eph-Ephrin pathway2,3 play crucial roles in specifying fates during early development and 
regenerative processes during adulthood4.  
 
To study these juxtacrine signaling processes in vitro, it is desirable to be able to controllably 
place individual cells into contact. Most methods to create small-scale cell assemblies are 
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based on microfabrication technologies (although cellular self-assembly using 
DNA-conjugated surface proteins have also been reported5). In general, two types of 
approaches have been used to bring discrete numbers of cells together. In one approach, 
surface micropatterning is used to create cytophobic and cytophilic regions. Surface 
patterning is typically done using self-assembled monolayers of thiols on gold6-8, selectively 
masked vapor deposition of metals9, laser ablation10, direct-write processes11,12, or 
photolithographic processes13,14. The other approach is to constrain cells mechanically using 
3D structures such as microwells15,16 and microfluidic traps17,18 to arrange cells into spatial 
proximity. 
 
Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) patterned in bowtie shapes have been used successfully 
to study the effect of cell-cell contact in endothelial cell proliferation7. However, thiol 
patterning techniques generally suffer from low yield and degrade over time19. Similar 
approaches using poly-ethyleneglycol(PEG) hydrogels resist degradation but still suffer from 
poor efficiency in their ability to pair cells8,16. Typically, the distribution for each type of 
pattern follows a Poisson distribution with lambda equal to the desired number of cells. Thus, 
the best reported efficiencies for capturing two cells peak at around 35-40%7,8. 
Microscopy-based in situ photolithography13 appears to have good capture efficiencies but the 
exact numbers are not reported.  

 
Figure 3-1 The experimental scheme showing cells seeded onto the microwells at high density before washing 
and corralled. Differentiating these cells in mixed differentiation medium results in outward migration (shown in 
the bottom panel) over the course of several days. 
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Three-dimensional structures are more successful at capturing well-defined numbers of cells. 
Skelley et al. achieved up to 70% pairing efficiencies using a microfluidic design for 
high-yield electrofusion. However, the patterning is not preserved after long-term culture in 
the device (up to 3 days)18.  
 
While these microdevices and substrates can place cells in proximity, cell contact is generally 
difficult to constrain for long periods in vitro without influencing viability or artificially 
altering cell state, especially for durations of time that are likely necessary to bias fate 
decisions. Often, markers of differentiation are not detectable by mRNA screening methods or 
immunocytochemistry until 2- 5 days after the initial stimulus to differentiate. Moreover, both 
in vivo and unconstrained in vitro experiments, differentiating cells often experience cell-cell 
contact events interspersed with bouts of motility, process extension and multicellular 
aggregation1 which are not recapitulated in simple cell capture devices17. 
 
Specifically, we are interested in understanding how cell-cell contact events bias 
differentiation in adult neural stem cells of various population sizes prior to the emergence of 
neuronal, glial and oligodendrocytic precursors. We address this problem by using a two-step 
process involving microwells to trap cells with high efficiency followed by the alignment of a 
PDMS mesh around the cells to corral them after the trapping. The microwells trap single 
cells and paired cells with the highest reported efficiencies, up to 90% and 80%, respectively. 
After seeding, the PDMS mesh is brought down using an alignment jig to create a 150 µm x 
150 µm corral around each trap so that when cells migrate out of the well, they cannot make 
contact with cells from neighboring traps. The corralling must be done in liquid after seeding 
because the seeding requires high cell densities to achieve near-full occupancy in the wells. 
Low-density seeding of the PDMS corrals alone can result in two cells being trapped in each 
well, but in those conditions, the two cells often engage in very little contact or none at all 
(and seeding obeys a non-desirable Poisson distribution). By contrast, trapping cells and then 
corralling them proves to elicit higher contact times. 
 
3.2. Materials and Methods 
 
3.2.1 Polystyrene Microwell Fabrication 
 
A preliminary experiment using PDMS microwells to trap NPCs showed that over 50% of 
trapped NPCs exhibited apoptosis over 4 days. We assumed that this phenomenon was a 
result of the accumulation of excess contaminants and toxic intermediates (See Chapter 1.3) 
including low-molecular weight PDMS oligomers. Thus, we used the same dimensions of 
microwells but fabricated them out of PS, which is known to be permissive for cell growth.  
 
The polystyrene (PS) microwells are fabricated according to a previously published hot 
embossing technique20. The technique uses PDMS pillars as a mold, because PDMS is 
elastically deformable and does not melt at the high temperatures necessary to emboss 
polystyrene. During this process, the polystyrene must be heated to 180°C (above the 
~100°C21,22 glass transition temperature but below its melting point of 240°C).  
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Figure 3-2 The fabrication of microwells in polystyrene is done by hot embossing a PDMS master onto 
polystyrene. The assembly is sandwiched between a set of custom-milled aluminum blocks, on which free 
weights are placed to apply pressure. 
 
An inexpensive benchtop press is constructed using a laboratory hot plate (Thermo Scientific, 
Cimarec) and two flat blocks of aluminum. The bottom block is milled to create a 2 cm x 2 
cm x 0.3 cm indent for holding a glass slide cut to size. The glass slide is clean and ensures 
that the bottom surface of the polystyrene will be flat and optically clear after embossing. 
Four holes are drilled in the corners of the aluminum blocks and metal dowels are inserted as 
guide rails. The hot plate is heated to 250-270°C, so that the surface temperature on the 
bottom block is 180°C (measured with a thermocouple).  
 
Polystyrene coupons are cut to 1.5cm x 1.5 cm and washed in IPA and water. A clean glass 
slide is inserted into the indent and a PS coupon is quickly placed in the center of the slide. A 
0.28 mm thick PDMS mold that has been plasma bonded to a large glass slide is then inverted 
on top of the PS coupon. The top block of aluminum is aligned on top using the guide rails 
and gently brought down onto the assembly. A 1-lb free weight is then placed on top, 
resulting in a final pressure of 32 kPa. After two minutes, two more 1-lb weights are placed 
on top, resulting in a final pressure of 72 kPa. After 5 minutes, the weights are removed and 
the entire assembly is quickly taken off the heated aluminum block. After cooling, the 
embossed chip is removed and cut to size by scoring the edges and breaking the edges 
carefully with a pair of pliers. The PDMS mold can be reused >30 times.  
 
The PDMS pillars used for embossing the PS coupons are made using standard soft 
lithography protocols. Briefly, an SU-8 mold is made by spinning SU-8 2015 to a thickness of 
10 um on a silicon test wafer using a Headway spinner. The wafer is then soft-baked and 
exposed on a Karl Suss MA6 Mask Aligner. After post-baking the wafer is developed in SU-8 
developer and washed with IPA and water. The wafer is hard-baked at 150°C for 10-30 
minutes to anneal thermal cracks and to improve adhesion to the substrate. The wafer is then 
coated with trichloro(1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl)silane (Sigma) by vapor deposition under 
a vacuum-trapped house vacuum line for 1 hour. This step is integral because if the wafer is 
incompletely coated, PDMS does not release from the mold, resulting in defective pillars and 
a permanently damaged SU-8 mold. PDMS is cured to a height of 0.28 mm on the wafer in a 
convection oven at 60 °C for 1 hour.  
 
3.2.2 Alignment Jig Fabrication and Assembly 
 
The alignment jig is designed in AutoCAD Student 2010 (See Appendix B) and rapidly 
prototyped in an aluminum alloy (First Cut). Because the alloy contains reactive metals that 
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form salt precipitates with the anions that are typically present in any cell culture medium, the 
entire jig is coated in parylene, a chemically inert and biologically compatible polymer. The 
jig is sonicated in IPA for 30 minutes, and washed 3X in DI water, before coating with 10 µm 
of parylene C in the Parylene Deposition System 2010 LabCoter 2.  
  
The top part of the alignment jig is aligned onto the mesh within a 100-µm wide square of 
SU-8 that has been patterned to match the size of the ridge on the underside of the top piece. 
Then the entire assembly is cured at 60 °C. The top piece of the alignment jig is then peeled 
off the SU-8 mold carefully, bringing the PDMS mesh with it. 
 
The polystyrene microwells are aligned under the mesh using a stereomicroscope (Zeiss) and 
held in place by conformal contact. PDMS is applied to a small ring around the viewing hole 
on the bottom piece and the bottom and top pieces of the alignment jig are then brought 
together. The assembly is then cured in the convection oven at 60 °C for 1 hour. When the top 
part of the jig is removed, the polystyrene microwells remain adhered to the bottom piece of 
the jig.  
 
3.2.3 Mesh Fabrication 
 
Briefly, a 1 cm x 1 cm array of square 150 um posts with a 200 um pitch is made in SU-8 
(SU-8 3050).The mold for the PDMS corralling mesh is also fabricated using standard 
photolithography techniques as described above. For thicker layers of SU-8, the resist 
formulations have much higher viscosities. Thus, the only modification to the technique is 
that a thin layer of low-viscosity SU-8 2002 is spun on to the bare wafer first, and then 
soft-baked. This layer of SU-8 makes the high viscosity SU-8 spread more evenly. 
 
The array of posts is centered within a square ridge of ~1.5 µm in size and 100 µm in width. 
The purpose of the square ridge is to firmly align a matching ridge (Figure 3-3d) on the top 
piece of the alignment jig so that the jig sits precisely centered around the post array. Because 
we were not sure of the fabrication tolerances of the rapid prototyping company, we made 
three sizes for the square ridge, one that was 99% of 1.5 cm along each side, one that was 
exactly 1.5 cm along each side, and one that was 101% of 1.5 cm along each side. We 
discovered that the ridge which was exactly 1.5 cm in size fit the matching ridge of the 
alignment perfectly, with no allowances for lateral movement once the piece was seated. 
 
To create the mesh, 24 µL of 10:1 PDMS is deposited onto the edge of the developed SU-8 
mesh. PDMS wicks into the features by capillary forces to create a mesh with square 
through-holes that are 150 µm x 150 µm.  
 
3.2.4 Cell Culture 
 
Adult rat hippocampal progenitor cells are originally isolated from the subgranular zone of the 
rat hippocampus. They are maintained in a cell culture incubator in DMEM/F-12 media 
(Gibco), supplemented with N2(Gibco) and 20 ng/mL FGF (Peprotech). Cells are kept in a 
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tissue culture incubator at 37°C and 5% CO2. Media is changed every 2 days. Cells are used 
at passage number 30-38.  
 
Mixed differentiation media containing 1% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Gibco) and 1 uM 
retinoic acid (RA) (Enzo Life Sciences) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin is prepared fresh 
from stocks on each day it is used. RA is prepared in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) to a stock 
concentration of 1 mM and stored frozen at 20°C in aliquots until use. FBS is also aliquoted 
and stored frozen at 20 °C until use.  
 
3.2.5 Trap and Corral Experimental Procedure 
 
For all experiments, the polystyrene microwells must be coated with ECM to promote cell 
adhesion. First, the top surface of the embossed polystyrene microwells are blocked using 10 
mg/mL BSA (Sigma) for 30 minutes at 37 °C. The BSA solution does not enter the 
microwells due to surface-tension mediated liquid pinning. Then the microwells are washed 3 
times in PBS and a 10 µg/mL laminin solution in PBS is added. The wells are then vacuumed 
for two minutes so that the laminin solution can fill the wells. The bubbles that remain on the 
surface are knocked off with gentle pipetting. Then the microwells are incubated in the cell 
culture incubator overnight.  
 
For experiments without the corrals, the microwells are anchored to a 3.5 cm dish or 12 well 
plate using PDMS and UV-sterilized before coating. To count the capture efficiencies of the 
microwells, the cells are stained with Hoeschst in PBS for 10 minutes, and washed before 
imaging. Progenitor cells are dissociated from the dish by replacing the media with Accutase 
(Innovative Cell Tech.) at 37 °C for about 2-3 minutes and spun down at 1000 rpm for 2 
minutes. They are then resuspended in media to a high density, passed through a 40-µm nylon 
cell filter (BD Falcon) to ensure a single-cell suspension, and counted using a hemocytometer.  
 
The cells are then seeded onto the microwells at a density of 300,000 cells/cm2. They are 
incubated for 10 minutes at 37 °C in the incubator and then triturated gently to disrupt cell 
adhesion to the top surface. This incubation/trituration sequence is repeated 2-3 times until the 
wells are filled and there is minimal cell adhesion to the top surface of the polystyrene. Then 
the cells are washed 5 times in PBS.  
 
The top piece of the alignment jig is then placed face-down onto a sterile glass slide and 
plasma oxidized (Harrick Plasma) at high power (30W). This prevents the bottom surface of 
the PDMS from being made hydrophilic. The top piece is then snapped into the bottom piece 
using UV-sterilized plastic push-in fasteners (MicroPlastics). Then the PBS in the device is 
replaced with mixed differentiation media (1% FBS, 1 µm retinoic acid, 1% 
penicillin/streptomycin prepared in DMEM/F12) and then taken to the imager. An overview 
of the experimental scheme using the alignment jig is shown in Figure 3-1e-f.  
 
Some cells are seeded into PDMS meshes without the microwells. In these experiments, the 
PDMS meshes are conformally sealed to tissue culture polystyrene dishes and seeded with 
cells at low density.  
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3.2.6 Timelapse Microscopy 
 
The cells are imaged for up to two days on a Zeiss AxioObserver Z1 in a humidity, 
temperature, and CO2-controlled live imaging chamber. For microwell experiments without 
the corrals, the cells are imaged using 10X (35 µm spacing) or 5X objectives (90 µm spacing). 
The PlasDIC objective filter is used for enhanced contrast. Images are taken on a QImaging 
5MPix Micropublisher camera every 10 minutes.  
 
3.2.7 Data Processing 
 
Well occupancy data is tabulated by hand into a spreadsheet. In this analysis, we are primarily 
concerned with how well the initial contact state is maintained. When cells leave the well, the 
occupancy of the well is reduced by the number of cells that leave. When cells migrating 
along the top surface make contact with the cells in the microwell, the effective cell count in 
that well is reduced to 0, to reflect that the initial state has been disturbed. Cells migrating into 
empty wells do not increase the count for that well. This occupancy data is then parsed into 
residence times using a custom Matlab script implementing the aforementioned rubric 
(Appendix A-1).  
 
3.2.8 Scanning Electron Microscopy 
 
The samples are fixed in 2% glutaraldehyde in 0.1M sodium cacodylatebuffer at pH 7.2 for 1 
hour and then rinsed 3 times for 15 minutes in the buffer. After post-fixing in 1% Osmium 
tetroxide for 1 hour, they are rinsed again 3 times in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate buffer. The 
samples are dehydrated in a succession of ethanol rinses (35%, 50%, 70%, 80%, 95%, 100%, 
100%), each for 10 minutes. The samples are then dried in a critical point dryer and mounted 
onto stubs. Gold is sputtered onto the sample to a thickness of 35 nm and they are then 
scanned in a Hitachi S-5000. 
 
3.2.9 Immunostaining 
 
In preparation for immunostaining, the cells are cultured in the corrals for 4 additional days 
after the imaging, with half-media changes every day. The cells are fixed in 4% 
paraformaldehyde in PBS at room temperature for 10 minutes. They are washed 3 times and 
then blocked with 5% donkey serum(Sigma) in tris-buffered saline (TBS) at pH 7.4, with 
0.3% triton-x-100 (Sigma) for permeabilization. After blocking for one hour at room 
temperature on a shaker, the cells are then washed 3 times in the buffer and incubated 
overnight at 4 °C with primary antibody - chicken anti-GFAP (Abcam) – at 1:2000 dilution. 
The next day, the sample is washed 3 times and then incubated with secondary antibody – 
Dylight 488-donkey anti-chicken(Jackson Immuno) – for 1 hr at room temperature on a 
shaker. The samples are washed 3 times in TBS, with the last wash containing DAPI (diluted 
1:500 from 5mg/mL stock). The sample is then mounted with a glass coverslip using Prolong 
Gold Antifade reagent (Invitrogen).  
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3.3. Results 
 
3.3.1 Material Choice in Rapid Prototyping 
 
To make our alignment jig, we turned to rapid prototyping, an inexpensive way to produce 
precision manufactured 3D parts with a fast turn-around time (<1 week). Additive fabrication 
methods, which are more common, involves printing successive layers of precursor material 
that are then fused through the inkjet deposition of binding agents (3D printing), the rastering 
of high power lasers (selective laser sintering) or electron beams (electron beam melting). 
Stereolithography works similarly by incrementally lowering a platform into a vat of 
UV-curable resin. Each layer of the final object is cured by drawing a UV laser across the top. 
However, the materials available for additive fabrication technologies are usually proprietary 
polymers with relatively low glass transition temperatures (< 100 °C), high porosity and 
undetermined cytocompatibility 
 
We found that the polymers which could be prototyped by stereolithography to the ~100 µm 
resolution we desired also had major deficiencies for our application. Namely, we specified 
our devices to be made from MicroFine Green and DSM Somos WaterShed XC 11122 by the 
rapid prototyping company FineLine Prototyping. We chose these materials for two reasons 
1) DSM Somos WaterShed was stated to be biocompatible and 2) MicroFine Green had a 
resolution limit of 30-40 µm, well below our resolution limit of 100 µm. We found that DSM 
Somos showed poor cytocompatibility for NPCs. We also found that the MicroFine Green 
absorbed PDMS curing agent when PDMS was cast on the surface, thus inhibiting an 
essential part of our original process. Additionally, additive manufacturing suffers from a 
stair-stepping effect that is a result of the layer-by-layer construction, essentially invalidating 
its claims to <50 µm resolution.  
 
By contrast, subtractive rapid prototyping, which removes material by computer programmed 
machine tools, does not suffer from this same problem. In subtractive rapid prototyping, a 3D 
design file is automatically translated into toolpaths that can be programmed into a computer 
numerical control (CNC) mill. For our second iteration, we chose to fabricate the jig (Figure 
3-3) out of aluminum because it is heat resistant (which is useful for curing PDMS at high 
temperatures) and can be coated in a variety of metals and polymers.  
 
Although pure aluminum oxide is highly corrosion resistant and supports the growth of 
cells23, the machining processes in rapid prototyping use aluminum alloys. These alloys have 
a high content of metallic impurities – iron, copper, manganese, chrome and zinc – which 
corrode and form salt precipitates in the cell culture media, which have high salt 
concentrations. 
 
To address this problem, we coat the entire device in 10 µm of parylene by chemical vapor 
deposition. Parylene deposits in a highly conformal layer, is chemically inert and safe for cell 
culture. After deposition of parylene, no salt precipitation was observed when the jigs were 
incubated in cell culture medium for up to 5 days. Although this solution suited our needs, a 
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preferable, but more costly, approach would be to machine the device from a material known 
to be cytocompatible, such as Teflon or stainless steel. 
 
 

 
Figure 3-3 Trap and corral alignment jig. (a) In this 3D rendering, the top piece is displayed in a transparent 
material to show the layers below. A PDMS mesh is cured onto the bottom of the top piece (blue) and aligned 
onto a polystyrene substrate (pink), which has been affixed to the bottom of the jig. Plastic push-in fasteners are 
used to keep the assembly together. (b) Macro photographs of the assembled jig with a blowup of the mesh as 
the inset. (c) The bottom piece of the jig, with the polystyrene microwells affixed. (d) The top piece of the jig has 
a ridge (arrows) for aligning onto the SU-8 mold for the PDMS mesh. (e) To assemble the device, we (i) 
pre-align the mesh onto the microwell substrate, (ii) snap the top assembly into the bottom piece using PDMS 
adhesive between the microwell substrate and the bottom piece, (iii) cure the adhesive layer and remove the 
PDMS mesh before seeding cells, and (iv) corral with the pre-aligned mesh after seeding and washing. 
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Figure 3-4 Microwells achieve high efficiencies in trapping single and paired cells. (a) The rat hippocampal 
progenitor cells are relatively uniform in size, averaging 12.3±1.6 µm. (b) Rat hippocampal progenitor cells 
trapped in single cell wells (i-ii) or double cell wells (iii-iv). Phase images are on the left (i, iii) and Hoescht 
stained nuclei are shown on the right (ii, iv). (c) Varying the diameters of circular microwells tunes the average 
number of cells captured in each well but the distributions are broad.  None of these well sizes are capable of 
capturing cell pairs with greater than 50% efficiency. (d) Round microwells (15 µm) can capture single cells with 
greater than 90% efficiency. Hourglass-shaped wells, which are essentially the union of two adjacent single-cell 
traps, can capture two cells with over 80% efficiency. The optimal separation between the centroids of the two 
halves was found to be 15 µm. 
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3.3.2 Microwell Traps Achieve High Efficiency in Cell Pairing 
 
The adult hippocampal progenitor cells exhibit a tight distribution in their size (12.3 ± 1.6 
µm) (Figure 3-4a). This size monodispersity enables us to capture single cells and paired cells 
with high efficiency. Phase and DAPI images of the Hoescht stained cells are shown in Figure 
3-4b(i)-(iv). Over 90% of the 15 µm microwells captures single cells (Figure 3-4d). 
Approximately 80% of the hourglass shaped microwell traps captured paired cells (Figure 
Figure 3-4d).  
 
The size of these microwells must be tightly tuned to the size of the cells of interest. Increases 
in the size of the round microwells results in increasingly broadening distributions in the 
number of cells captured (Figure 3-4). Additionally, adjusting the spacing between the 
centroids of the two circles comprising the halves of the centroids results in altered captured 
efficiencies. We find that a separation of 15 µm, equal to the diameter of the single trap, 
results in the best trapping efficiencies for pairs of cells. For all further experiments, we used 
the 15 µm diameter microwells for single cells and the hourglass traps with the 15 µm spacing 
for paired cells.  
 
An SEM scan is shown in the inset demonstrating cells trapped in proximity in the microwell 
making membrane contact. Some volumetric shrinking of the cells is observed due to the 
fixation and drying process used in the SEM preparation protocol.  
 
3.3.3 Outward Migration in NPC Differentiation Medium 
 
After the cells are trapped into the microwells, the media is changed to one that results in 
mixed differentiation (1% FBS, 1 µM retinoic acid, 1% penicillin/streptomyocin) down all 
three lineages: neurons, astrocytes, and oligodendrocytes. In this medium, the cells begin to 
migrate outwards from the wells, and sometimes will crawl over and adhere to cells in 
neighboring wells (Figure 3-5a). This disrupts the isolated or contact state of single cells or 
paired cells respectively. Tracking of the residence times of cells in the microwells shows that 
the initial trapping state is fully maintained for about 420 minutes (for wells with 90 µm 
spacings) (Figure 3-5b).  
 
The pitch of the microwells affects the maintenance of the initial state. The further apart that 
the microwells are spaced, the slower the cells migrate outwards. (Figure 3-5c-d). For a 35 
µm spacing, the cells have a mean residence time of approximately 380 minutes, which 
increases to 1150 minutes for a spacing of 90 µm. However, when cells are in hourglass traps 
separated by 90 µm, they still migrate outwards quickly, with a residence time of 470 minutes 
(Figure 3-5d).  
 
This outward migration demonstrates that microwells themselves are insufficient for 
constraining cell contact for the lengths of time necessary to see early markers of fate 
commitment, which usually peak at 1-2 days after the initial stimulus to differentiate. 
Although it is possible to fabricate deeper wells, cell viability is very low [data not shown]. 
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Thus, our approach is to align additional corrals on top of the traps after the cells have been 
seeded.  
 

 
Figure 3-5 Outward migration from microwells in mixed differentiation media. (a) Timelapse data of cells 
trapped in single microwells with spacings of 35 µm (top) and 90 µm (middle) or hourglass microwells (bottom). 
(b) The maintenance of the initial separation or contact state decays over time. Single microwells with 90 µm 
retain the trapping state for the longest time, until approximately 420 minutes after the mixed differentiation 
media is added. (c) Histogram of the residence times in each of the microwell conditions. (d) The mean 
residence times of cells in microwells is increased by over 800 minutes when the center-to-center spacing is 
increased from 35 µm to 90 µm. However, traps with more cells show more outward migration. The differences 
in distribution are significant by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (**, p<10-9, *, p<0.005). Error bars show ± SEM. 
Scale bar: 100 µm.  
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3.3.4 Fabrication of PDMS Mesh With Through-Holes 
 
We made thin PDMS layers with 150 µm x 150 µm through-holes to serve as a physical corral 
to microwell-trapped neural progenitor cells. To accomplish this, we took advantage of 
capillary action to wick PDMS into the channels between an array of 150 µm x 150 µm 
square posts on an SU-8 mold (Figure 2-6). Although the SU-8 features are fabricated to a 
height of 120 µm, the thickness of the resulting PDMS film is measured to be 85-95 µm. The 
spread of PDMS is fairly fast, filling a 4x8 array of nodes (Figure 2-6b) in a little over 1 
minute. A blow-up of one of the edges (Figure 2-6c) shows that the flow can be turbulent 
(panel 3 at 32s). Because the Reynolds number of PDMS flow through an ideal open channel 
of our dimensions is very small (2e-6), we believe this turbulence to be the result of a 
combination of capillary action, gravity-driven flow (due to the high volume of the PDMS 
ring at the edge), and surface roughness in the SU-8 layer.  

 
Figure 3-6 PDMS mesh fabrication. (a) A time-series shows that a 4x8 array of nodes is filled from the top right 
(where the nearest corner is) in about 1:08. (b) Immediately after mixing, PDMS is pipetted along the edge of an 
SU-8 mold with 150 x 150 x 100 µm square posts. Capillary action causes the PDMS to wick through the 
channels between posts, filling the entire 1cm x 1cm array within 5-10 minutes. Cartoon is not to scale.  (c) The 
area within the dotted line in (a) is blown up and shows that flow through the channels is turbulent (third frame 
at 34s shows retraction of fluid boundary). 
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Once the PDMS has spread throughout the entire area, we place the upper piece of the 
alignment jig within the alignment square and allowed the entire assembly to cure at room 
temperature overnight. Slower rates of polymerization result in higher PDMS elasticity, which 
is beneficial for our application because the PDMS mesh must deform approximately 1 cm in 
the z-axis during the removal process. After curing, slow, careful removal of the alignment 
piece from one corner could peel the PDMS mesh away from the mold, while keeping it 
attached to the aluminum alignment piece.  
 
We found that the application of uncured PDMS to the SU-8 mold must take place 
immediately after mixing the base prepolymer and curing agent. In our experience, at room 
temperature, changes to the viscosity of PDMS were appreciable within minutes. If we 
applied the PDMS 5-10 minutes post-mixing to the mold, capillary action would not be 
sufficient to fill the grid channels within the 1cm x 1cm mold area. We also discovered a 
biphasic relationship between surface modifications by trichloroperfluorosilane and capillary 
filling. Although the mold needed to be rendered hydrophilic by trichloroperfluorosilane in 
order for capillary filling to take place, overnight deposition of silane under vacuum proved to 
be too long and the mold would not fill completely. We found 30 minutes of silanization 
under house vacuum to be an adequate length of time.  
 
In general, the fabrication of PDMS layers with through-holes is extremely useful for 3D 
microfluidic applications. Precisely aligned holes can form interconnects between multiple 
layers of microfluidic channels, enabling high-throughput microfluidic applications that 
would be difficult to assemble in one plane. The low-throughput method to producing holes is 
to manually punch holes in a PDMS layer using a thin metal tube.  
 
Another method that has been widely reported on in the literature is high-speed spinning of 
PDMS on molds to achieve thin films. However, the problem with high-speed spinning is that 
sometimes PDMS will coat the top surface of the mold posts, generating a residual thin 
membrane occluding the through-hole24. Some have tried to alleviate this effect by 
air-blowing25 or high-pressure squeezing of the residual PDMS using an intermediate 
adhesive layer26, but these methods are unnecessary given the natural tendency of PDMS to 
flow around tall SU-8 posts as a result of surface tension. A recently published paper uses 
manual removal of SU-8 posts after spinning to eliminate the residual membrane problem, but 
the extreme drawback of this method is that the SU-8 mold can only be used once. Other 
published methods for forming through-holes in PDMS membranes using mechanical 
tearing27, gas plasmas for surface treating PDMS28, and SF6/O2 reactive ion etching of PDMS 
itself 29 can cause damage to the integrity of the device, create unwanted debris, or involve 
chemical processing steps that are not necessary.  
 
Although our purpose for our technique is to create a regular array of through holes in a thin 
PDMS membrane, we believe it may be possible to adapt this technique to non-grid 
formations of through-holes by using lower viscosity PDMS (diluted in a solvent such as 
toluene) or low-speed spinning of small amounts of liquid PDMS placed at strategic locations 
relative to the through-hole features. Low-speed spinning can facilitate the spread of the thin 
rim of PDMS (made possible by surface treating silicon to be hydrophilic) to the mold 
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features so that surface tension can take over. This facilitated spreading also speeds the 
process before enough polymerization has taken place such that the viscosity of the uncured 
polymer has increased appreciably. One thing to keep in mind is that the top surface of the 
PDMS membrane near the SU-8 is not flat because of surface tension effects. Thus, this 
method will only be useful for producing through-holes that are smaller in cross-sectional area 
than the channels that are being connected, so that bonding can occur away from the hole 
where the surface is not flat. Despite this small limitation, to our knowledge, this is the 
simplest method for making thin PDMS films with through-holes and the development of this 
technique may be very useful for the microfluidics field at large.  
 
3.3.5 PDMS Sealing Under Liquids 
 
PDMS is a very hydrophobic material that forms a reversible conformal seal to a variety of 
materials by van der Waals forces. This conformal seal can resist up to 30 kPa of pressure and 
can be used for low-pressure microfluidics applications30. However, when immersed in liquid, 
PDMS is subject to a buoyant force due to the lower density of PDMS (0.965 g/mL) versus 
the surrounding liquid medium (usually slightly higher than1.0 g/mL, the density of water).  
 
For thicker pieces, this buoyant force can be large enough to lift the piece up away from the 
surface to which it has been sealed. However, for thin films of PDMS (such as the mesh in 
these experiments), the buoyant force is small enough to be insignificant. Thus, for the 85 µm 
thick PDMS meshes, the seal remains undisturbed in cell culture medium for at least 7 days. 
 
Due to the small dimension of the holes in the mesh and the hydrophobicity of PDMS, air 
bubbles get trapped in the meshes when they are immersed in aqueous solutions. To alleviate 
this problem, we make the PDMS surface hydrophilic by exposing it to oxygen plasma at 
30W of RF power for 2 minutes (Harrick Plasma, PDC-32G). However we have found that 
hydrophilic PDMS does not seal well with the polystyrene surface under water. We suggest 
that the failure to form a seal is a result of water molecules forming a lubricating layer that 
prevents the PDMS from making contact with the polystyrene surface. To protect the bottom 
surface of PDMS from being oxidized, we press the mesh to a clean glass slide during plasma 
oxidation, leaving that surface hydrophobic.  
 
Meshes that have a hydrophilic top and sides are able to wet thoroughly and also seal to a 
polystyrene surface in water. However, no seal can be achieved in cell culture media due to 
undetermined interactions with the molecular constituents of cell culture media. We found 
that phosphate buffered saline, an isotonic salt solution suitable for cells, does not present the 
same problem. Thus our protocol calls for replacing the media with PBS before aligning the 
mesh on top of the seeded cells. 
 
3.3.6 Trap and Corral 
 
Timelapse imaging of the cells that have been trapped and corralled indicate that they 
maintain contact for up to a day after seeding (Figure 3-7b). Low-density seeding of the 
PDMS corrals alone can result in two cells being trapped in each well, but in those conditions, 
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the two cells often engage in very little contact or none at all (Figure 3-7a). We show that the 
cells can be cultured for up to six days, enough time for cells to start expressing markers of 
differentiation (Figure 3-8). 
 
Occasionally, we observe that cells will migrate vertically up the walls of the corrals and 
migrate along the top surface of the mesh. Though many remain on the top surface of the 
PDMS mesh, some will descend into the same or a different corral. Since we use time-lapse 
microscopy to monitor cell migration, we exclude any cases where this happens. We 
anticipate that this problem can be easily avoided by blocking the surface of the top and sides 
of the PDMS mesh using PLL-PEG, a cytophotobic surface coating.  
 
Since the PDMS meshes are only ~100 µm thick, they can deform when brought down on top 
of the underlying substrate. Two features of the device design prevent them from deforming 
significantly. The first is that the entire mesh remains attached to the top part of the alignment 
jig as it is peeled away from the mold (Figure 1d). Thus the top part of the jig maintains the 
mesh in a stretched, flat state so that it is easy to handle. The other feature is that the sides of 
the top part (arrows in Figure 3-3d) fit snugly against the sidewalls in the recession of the 
bottom part. This restricts the motion of the top piece vertically so that there is no lateral 
deformation of the mesh as it is brought down. When the meshes are positioned by hand (such 
as when they are sealed to unembossed polystyrene), deformation can be prevented by 
bringing the mesh down gently, allowing one side to seal against the substrate before slowly 
lowering the other side.  
 
This corral alignment method is adaptable to many types of patterned substrates. Since the 
corrals are aligned on top of the substrate after the cells have been seeded, any substrate to 
which PDMS can conformally seal in aqueous solutions can be used. Conformal sealing is 
necessary to prevent cells and processes from burrowing through to adjacent chambers. In this 
paper, we track homotypic interactions between cells, but the technique can easily be 
extended to heterotypic cell interactions to repertoire of signals that a stem cell may receive in 
vivo. For example, in situ addressable photopatterning13 can be used to create heterotypic 
multicellular assemblies, which may then be cultured in isolation for extended periods of time 
using this architecture.  
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Figure 3-7 Migration of cell pairs when seeded into corrals (a) or trapped in microwells first and then corralled 
(b). Cells that are randomly seeded into corrals rarely make contact over a 24 hour period but cells which have 
been pre-trapped maintain the contact state. In (a), arrows show the position of cells that are difficult to decipher 
from still images.  In (b) arrows are added to show the position of cells which have crawled out of the 
microwells. Though the cells often try to migrate away, they often bounce back (1,3,4) or both cells migrate out 
together (2). 
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Figure 3-8 Immunostained cells in corrals. GFAP, an astrocytic marker, is in green and DAPI is in blue.    
 
3.4 Conclusions 
 
The technology presented here possesses two important features. First of all, the cells can be 
trapped as single cells or cell pairs with high efficiency. This efficiency can be easily 
extended to trapping higher numbers of cells by modifying the spatial geometries of the traps. 
Secondly, cells can continue to be cultured for many days after trapping, without significant 
change to the initial contact or separation state. Although sometimes paired cells will separate, 
the cells are generally observed to maintain their contact state for up to a day. Additionally, 
they will not migrate into neighboring wells because the PDMS mesh acts as a contact barrier. 
Although it is possible to seed one or two cells randomly into the corrals, the cells often never 
make contact over a 1-day period because they are likely to be seeded far apart.  
 
The conjunction of these two features – high efficiency, and long-term maintenance of the 
initial state – means that the technology can be used to dissect the downstream effects of 
contact-mediated signaling days after the cell-cell contact was initially specified. This is 
crucial because markers of these initial differentiation decisions often take from 1 to 6 days to 
become detectable. For these hippocampal progenitor cells, immunochemical staining cannot 
detect fate commitment until >4 days after fate induction by chemical inducers. The known 
markers, such as glial fibrillary acidic protein and beta-tubulin III, are cytoskeletal proteins 
that take many days to be expressed to adequate levels.  
 
Alternatively, the detection of mRNA levels, either by mRNA microarray screens or qPCR, 
can be used earlier (at about 1-2 days) to detect changes in the expression levels of 
transcription factors that are markers of fate commitment. These mRNA detection methods 
generally require a substantial amount of starting material, the equivalent of approximately 
103 – 106 cells. Thus, the high efficiency of cell pairing in our method enables us to use 
mRNA detection techniques to probe the early transcriptional changes that occur as a result of 
cell-contact mediated signaling processes. 
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Chapter 4: Micropatterning Persistent Interactions Between 
Neural Progenitor Cells Reveals Single Cell Influences On Cell 
Fate 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 
Adult neural stem cells found in the hippocampus have the capacity to regenerate new 
neurons and glia throughout life1,2, playing a critical role in learning and memory3,4. They are 
found embedded in the subgranular zone of the dentate gyrus where they are mostly quiescent 
and occasionally divide asymmetrically to form astrocytes and neuronal precursors5 at 
roughly equal propensities. How and when these cells decide to differentiate depends largely 
on the the environment around them.  
 
Through immunostaining, EM studies6, and fate tracing, this microenvironment is known to 
be composed mostly of other progenitor and stem cells, granule neurons, non-pluripotent 
astrocytes and blood vessel components7,8. In vivo and in vitro studies have shown that these 
niche components play important but complex roles in regulating stem cell fate. For instance, 
non-radial glia astrocytes have been shown to induce neuronal cell fates through the Wnt3a 
pathway9 and the Eph-ephrin pathway 10 and neurons have been shown to induce oligogenesis 
11. Sonic Hedgehog12 and Notch signaling13,14 have also been shown to maintain pluripotency 
and regulate proliferation in uncommitted stem and progenitor cells. In the face of so many 
different cues, of which some may be contradictory, how does a cell make a concerted choice 
to differentiate down one of many lineages, remain quiescent, or self-renew? Do single 
neighbors possess the capacity to significantly bias cell fate?  
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In this work, we aim to study how single neighboring cells can affect stem cell differentiation 
in vitro using micropatterns to enforce persistent interactions between cells on the same 
pattern. Since seeding on these surfaces is random, we can correlate initial cell number with 
final cell fate by imaging the cells in brightfield every day using a high-throughput imager. 
Analysis of the brightfield images reveal that the initial cell state is maintained until day 2 by 
approximately 50-75% of all patterns before the cell division occurs.  
 
Based on the previous findings that astrocytes induce neurogenesis and neurons induce 
oligogenesis, we anticipated that neural progenitor cells cultured in pairs may induce the 
opposite fate in their neighbors. Surprisingly, we discovered that paired NPCs exhibit a lower 
percentage of fate asymmetry in their progeny than expected. We also found that the initial 
number of neural progenitor cells does not affect the overall distribution of Tuj1+ neurons or 
GFAP+ astrocytes, indicating that the reduced fate asymmetry is not the result of the 
preference of paired cells for specific fate outcomes. To the best of our knowledge this is the 
first time single cells have been shown to exert significant biases on stem cell fate decisions in 
a medium that promotes multilineage differentiation. It remains to be shown whether the 
observed fate symmetry is the consequence of one cell repressing the differentiation of its 
neighbor or inducing the same fate.  
 
4.2. Materials and Methods 
 
4.2.1 Cell Culture 
 
Progenitor cells can be isolated from dissociated hippocampal tissue and propagated in 
FGF-2, resulting in cell cultures that are tripotent for astrocytes, neurons, and 
oligodendrocytes given the right media conditions. Since the progenitors are GFAP-, nestin+, 
and Sox2+, they are assumed to exist on a spectrum between type II transit-amplifying 
progenitors, which have only been observed in vivo to differentiate into neurons5,15, and 
GFAP+ radial glia, which can generate all three subtypes.  
 
The cells are maintained in a cell culture incubator in DMEM/F-12 media (Gibco), 
supplemented with N2(Gibco) and 20 ng/mL bFGF (Peprotech). Cells are kept in a tissue 
culture incubator at 37°C and 5% CO2 and maintained without the use of antibiotics to 
prevent the introduction of latent infections. Media is changed every two days and cells are 
used for experiments at between passage number 32 and 37. Only cultures with phase-bright 
round cells that have few and short processes are used.  
 
Hippocampal astrocytes are isolated from the adult rat hippocampus. They are grown on 
poly-ornithine/laminin coated plates in a cell culture incubator in DMEM/F-12 media 
(Gibco), supplemented with 1% N-2(Gibco), 10% FBS, and 0.5% penicillin/streptomycin.  
 
Mixed differentiation media with 50% conditioned media, 1% fetal bovine serum (FBS) 
(Gibco) and 1 uM retinoic acid (RA) (Enzo Life Sciences) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin is 
prepared fresh from frozen stocks on each day it is used. RA is prepared in dimethyl sulfoxide 
(DMSO) to a stock concentration of 1 mM and stored frozen at 20°C in aliquots until use. 
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FBS is also aliquoted and stored frozen at 20°C until use. Conditioned media is collected from 
NPCs grown on 10 cm dishes at 2 days after FGF addition or passage and frozen at −20C 
until use. Since cells are seeded at a low effective cell density on the micropatterned 
substrates, the cytokines from conditioned media (such as glycosylated Cystatin C16) are 
necessary for maintaining survival.  
 
4.2.2 Imaging 
 
Automated imaging is performed on a MDS ImageXpress High-Throughput Imager using the 
10X objective and DAPI, FITC, and Cy3 filters. Brightfield imaging is performed on the Cy3 
filter using a Fiber-Lite (Model 3100, Dolan-Jenner) inserted through the drug delivery port, 
supported in the upright position by a truncated copper pipe.  
 
To find the overlap parameters to assure nearly perfect stitching between images, we 
performed calibration tests using a sample slide with fixed cells. A column overlap of 3 um 
and a row overlap of 2 um for the 10x objective produces images that has nearly no overlap 
error when pieced together.  
 
For each day of the experiment, all micropatterned areas of plates were imaged in brightfield 
at 10x with the sample heater at 37C. Since imaging of each plate took less than 1 hour and 
the media is HEPES-buffered, C02 incubation was not necessary. After imaging, cells were 
washed and the medium was replaced.  
 
4.2.3 Micropatterning 
 
Using microcontact printing of proteins onto polystyrene, we create 140 um x 140 um 
adhesive islands to constrain cell-cell interactions over the course of a 6-day differentiation 
period. PDMS posts used for microstamping poly-ornithine onto polystyrene substrates are 
made using standard soft lithography protocols. Briefly, an SU-8 mold is made by spinning 
SU-8 2015 to a thickness of 10 um on a silicon test wafer using a Headway spinner. The 
wafer is then soft-baked and exposed on a Karl Suss MA6 Mask Aligner. After post-baking 
the wafer is developed in SU-8 developer and washed with IPA and water. The wafer is 
hard-baked at 150°C for 10-30 minutes to anneal thermal cracks and to improve adhesion to 
the substrate. The wafer is then coated with trichloro(1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl)silane 
(Sigma) by vapor deposition under a vacuum-trapped house vacuum line for 1 hour. SU-8 is 
mixed at a 10:1 ratio of prepolymer to curing agent, poured onto the molds, and degassed 
until all bubbles at the features have risen to the top. The polymer is then allowed to cure on 
the benchtop overnight. The first mold after silanization is discarded.  
 
PDMS stamps are then cut to size, washed briefly with IPA and distilled water, and then 
oxidized using an air plasma in a Harrick Plasma Cleaner (PDC-32G) for 1 minute to generate 
hydrophilic Si-OH groups at the surface. They are then quickly brought to the tissue culture 
hood, where they are sterilized under the germicidal UV lamp in the tissue culture hood for 5 
minutes. Since uncrosslinked polymers within the PDMS stamp slowly repopulate the surface 
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rendering it hydrophobic again, it is imperative to ink the stamp within approximately 10-20 
minutes of plasma oxidation.  
 
The stamps are inked in a 50 ug/mL poly-ornithine solution diluted in PBS for 30 minutes 
(Figure 4-1a). The solution is aspirated and the surface of the stamp is then washed 2x in PBS 
and allowed to dry in the hood. Care must be taken to remove as much of the PBS as possible 
to prevent salt crystals from forming in the interstitial spaces between the PDMS posts.  
 
The stamps are then inverted into the middle of each well in a 6-well plate (BD Falcon) using 
a template to ensure centered placement. Using flat-tipped tweezers, the stamps are gently 
pressed to ensure good transfer of poly-ornithine to the underlying polystyrene substrate. 
After allowing the stamps to sit for at least 1-2 minutes, they are removed in one stroke to 
prevent smearing. Approximately 80 uL of 0.1 mg/mL poly-l-lysine graft PEG (Susos AG Int, 
Germany) in 10 mM HEPES buffer (with 150 mM NaCl) is then pipetted in the center of the 
stamped region (Figure 4-1b), and allowed to incubate for 45 minutes at room temperature. 
The patterns are then washed 2x in HEPES buffer and once in PBS. Laminin solution (Gibco) 
at 10 ug/mL is then added to each well and allowed to incubate at 37°C overnight.  
 

 
Figure 4-1 Micropatterns are generated by inking microstamps with poly-ornithine and stamping the polystyrene 
substrate in a 6-well plate (a).  Unpatterned areas are blocked with PLL-graft-PEG which forms a 
protein-resistant brush-layer. Overnight incubation with laminin coasts the poly-ornithine patterned areas, 
rendering the area adhesive to cells (b). To wash cells after seeding, old media must be aspirated at the same 
time as the addition of new media to create a continuous flow(c).   
 
4.2.4 Cell Seeding on Micropatterns 
 
Neural progenitor cells and hippocampal progenitor cells are seeded onto micropatterned 
substrates at a cell density of 2000 cells/cm2 and 1000 cells/cm2 respectively in mixed 
differentiation medium. NPCs and hippocampal astrocytes are detached using Accutase 
(Innovative Cell Tech) and 0.25% Trypsin/EDTA (Gibco) respectively. They are allowed to 
attach for 12 hours without disturbance in the incubator.  
 
After 12 hours, excess unattached cells are washed very carefully in the following manner: the 
plate is propped up on a folded paper towel to an angle of approximately 5-10°. At the same 
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time, add 1 mL of medium at the top of the well and aspirate medium from the bottom but 
stopping before all of the medium is added from above. At no point should the well be 
allowed to dry because the PEG coating is prone to dewetting, which delaminates the 
patterned cells and proteins17. At this point all medium used to wash and feed cells is 
composed of 50% conditioned medium, 1% FBS, 1uM retinoic acid, and 1% pen/strep.  
 
As a control, we also seeded NPCs at varying densities and stoichiometric ratios to mimic the 
mixing ratios observed from the micropatterns. NPCs are seeded at 2000, 4000, and 8000 
cells/cm^2, resulting in approximately 2, 4, and 8 cells / 100 um^2. For all conditions 
containing astrocytes, astrocytes are seeded at 1 cell/100 um^2. Thus increasing NPC density 
decreases the astrocyte:NPC ratio. All micropatterned and control condition are run in 
triplicate.  
 
For each day of the experiment, all micropatterned areas of plates were imaged in brightfield 
at 10x with the sample heater at 37°C. Since imaging of each plate took less than 1 hour and 
the media is HEPES-buffered, C02 incubation was not necessary. After imaging, the media 
was replaced.  
 
4.2.5 Immunostaining 
 
Cells were fixed and immunostained 6 days post-seeding using the following antibodies: 
mouse anti-Tuj1 at 1:1000 (Sigma), rabbit anti-GFAP at 1:1000 (Abcam) donkey 
anti-mouse-Alexa 488 at 1:250 (Jackson), donkey anti-rabbit-Cy3 at 1:250 (Jackson). DAPI 
was used at 1:1000 dilution. Blocking buffer containing 5% donkey serum (Sigma) and 2% 
BSA in tris-buffered saline (pH 7.4) was used to pre-block the samples and during the 
primary incubation step. Primary incubation was carried out at room temperature for 1 hour 
on a Belly Button rocker (Denville Sci. Inc) and overnight at 4C with no rocking. Secondary 
incubation was performed at room temperature for one hour on the rocker. Cells were washed 
and stored in PBS until imaging (Figure 2).  
 
4.2.6 Automated and Manual Image Processing  
 
After image acquisition, we constructed aligned montages of each micropatterned well using 
MetaXpress. A regular grid corresponding to the pitch of each pattern was then aligned onto 
the montaged image and stacks were generated from these grids using the MetaXpress 
“MeasureGrid” function in conjunction with a custom-made journal that copies and pastes 
each ROI in the grid to a running stack. The low alignment error in plate positioning in the 
automated imager guaranteed that images from each day were only tens of microns apart in 
alignment. For each set of images, we manually aligned the first pattern of each grid to the 
exact same pattern to ensure that all stacks are in register.  
 
To quantify the number of cells on each pattern at each day prior to staining, we implemented 
a graphical user interface in Matlab that displays each image in the daily sequence for one 
pattern at a time. For each pattern, the user inputs the number of cells (both NPCs and 
hippocampal astrocytes) at each day. The GUI then automatically updates the data matrix and 
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loads images for the next pattern in the sequence. By displaying all images for the time 
sequence at once, we enable the user to make informed judgment calls when distinguishing 
between overlapping cells. Data can also be saved and reloaded between sessions. See 
Appendix A-2 for screenshot and code.  
 
Fate scoring for all patterns was done using ImageJ and Excel. All images were rescaled to 
the same brightness levels during scoring. Population data from days 1-5 were then 
concatenated to fate scoring data and analyzed using a combination of Excel, Matlab, and 
GraphPad Prism. We pooled the data from all the micropatterned cells in three well replicates 
and binned the data according to the number of cells at day 1. Four bins were created, 
reflecting 1, 2, 3, or 4 initial cells at day 1. Patterns with decreasing populations for the first 2 
days (death or detachment) and patterns with zero cells at staining (which may have detached 
during wash steps) were excluded from the analysis. 
 
Fate scoring for control bulk cultures were performed using CellProfiler to extract cellular 
features and CellProfiler Analyst to train a classifier based on user-defined training set.  
 

 
Figure 4-2 CellProfiler segmentation of differentiated NPCs at day 6. Following DAPI segmentation, 
cytoplasmic features in the FITC channel (Tuj1) and Cy3 channel (GFAP) are segmented using the parent nuclei 
as seeds in a Voronoi based segmentation algorithm. Segmentation can identify thin and long processes, but is 
not capable of resolving overlapping processes (see white arrow in color-labeled masks for Tuj1 and GFAP). 
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4.3. Results 
 
4.3.1 Image Processing 
 
We investigated the use of CellProfiler18 and CellProfiler Analyst for extracting high-content 
image features from our immunostained cells and classifying cells into appropriate categories 
based on support vector machine learning algorithms19. CellProfiler is an open source cell 
image analysis software that implements many basic image processing algorithms, which 
users can organize into a processing pipeline. Notably, the implementation of a 
Voronoi-based segmentation method20 dramatically improves the segmentation of cellular 
cytoplasm, which unlike nuclei, often border on or overlap with adjacent cells.  
 
 

 
Figure 4-3 Training classifiers in the CellProfiler Analyst interface (a). A training set using approximately 
200-300 cells of each type generates a classifier that is approximately 80% accurate when cross-validated (b). 
Five classifications are used based on the 4 classes of cell types observed in differentiated NPC cultures and the 
hippocampal astrocyte phenotype (c). 
 
 
We found that CellProfiler performs well in segmenting immunostained NPCs despite their 
complex morphologies. In comparison to other intensity-based segmentation algorithms, such 
as those implemented in MetaXpress [data not shown], CellProfiler segments the Tuj1- and 
GFAP-stained cytoplasms with accurate morphological boundaries (Figure 4-2). Since 
morphology provides critical information for classifying cell fate in immunostained NPCs, 
good performance in this metric is critical. However, CellProfiler is often unable to separate 
cells that are overlapping such as the cell denoted by the white arrow in Figure 4-2. By eye, 
we can recognize that the designated cell is mostly Tuj1+ positive and that the bright GFAP+ 
processes traversing its cell body originate from neighboring GFAP+ cells. However, the 
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algorithm assigns the cell a GFAP+ cytoplasmic area based on these errant neighboring 
processes.  
 
To classify the cells, we trained a SVM classifier in CellProfiler Analyst (Figure 4-3) using 
cells from our control experiment. We created 5 categories with general characteristics as 
detailed in the table in Figure 4-3c and trained the classifier with 200-300 cells for each 
category. Although we are primarily concerned with the Tuj1+ and GFAP+ phenotypes, we 
also separated the “costained” and “unstained” classes so that all elements of each class have 
similar phenotypes. Because hippocampal astrocytes spread to large areas on flat substrates, 
they do not appear bright in the GFAP channel. Thus, they are largely identifiable by their 
large dim nuclei. Cross-validation of the trained classifier resulted in an accuracy of roughly 
80% (Figure 4-3b). Additionally, we compared the results from the automated classification 
to 10 manually classified images and calculated an error of less than 2% for Tuj1+ and 
GFAP+ percentages. Due to the high number of cells being counted for the control conditions 
(roughly 5,000 to 25,0000), we reasoned that this level of error would still generate 
reasonable estimates of population changes across conditions.  

 
Figure 4-4 Individual patterns during 5 days of brightfield imaging and after immunostaining. Examples are 
shown for each initial cell number. Since the fate outcome of each pattern is highly stochastic, these images are 
not meant to be representative of all patterns in each condition.  The boundaries between different fields of 
view can be seen in brightfield images, arising from the inconsistent intensities of the Fiber-Lite lamp.  
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However, the micropatterned cells exhibited a high degree of overlap due to their confinement 
in a small area (Figure 4-4). Additionally, after binning patterns by relevant criteria, each 
condition was represented by only approximately 100-300 samples. Thus, to guarantee higher 
data quality for these low-sample number conditions, we scored each micropattern manually, 
using the same visual criteria as defined in Figure 4-3c. Brightfield images from days 1-5 
were scored manually as well due to their high degree of overlap and the inconsistencies in 
image quality resulting from the unorthodox brightfield setup.  
 
4.3.2 Neuronal Differentiation Increased at Higher Densities 
 
As a control, we differentiated NPCs at varying densities to approximate the effect of 
increasing cell-cell interactions in bulk cultures. We discovered that increased cell density 
increases Tuj1+ differentiation, regardless of the inclusion of hippocampal astrocytes (Figure 
4-5 - solid blue bars). Hippocampal astrocytes reduce Tuj1+ cells for all densities (Figure 4-5 
- black patterned bars).  
 
Previous unpublished results from the Schaffer lab report delayed neuronal differentiation 
with increased densities. However those experiments used higher than average densities 
(20,000 cells/cm2) and in neurogenic medium (1 uM RA, 1 uM forskolin). Thus our results 
may not be inconsistent with previous findings. The effect of density may be biphasic and/or 
medium dependent. In medium where Tuj1+ neurons and GFAP+ astrocytes occur at roughly 
similar proportions, increased cell density may be essential for the specification or maturation 
of Tuj1+ fates. At our relatively low densities, astrocyte differentiation is not significantly 
affected by increased densities (Figure 4-5). 

 
Figure 4-5 Control cultures show differentiation dependence on NPC density and astrocyte co-culture. In mixed 
differentiation medium (1% FBS and 1 uM RA), higher NPC densities results in higher rates of Tuj1+ neuronal 
differentiation both with (patterned bars) and without (solid blue bars) hippocampal astrocytes. The addition of 
hippocampal astrocytes increases GFAP+ astrocyte differentiation for all conditions. Error bars are estimated 
based on the 80% classification error reported in CellProfiler Analyst cross-validation. 
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4.3.3 Hippocampal Astrocytes Increase Astrocyte Differentiation 
 
We also co-cultured NPCs with hippocampal astrocytes at varying stoichiometries to assess 
the effect of niche signals on NPCs. Again in contrast to previous findings11, we discovered 
that hippocampal astrocytes increase astrocytic differentiation in mixed differentiation 
medium. Previously published findings demonstrating that hippocampal astrocytes increase 
neuronal fate specification used growth factor withdrawal to induce differentiation. Thus it is 
unclear whether the neurogenic effects of astrocytes are due to increased neuronal fate 
specification or increased trophic support. By differentiating cells in an inducer concentration 
capable of supporting both fates, we find that GFAP+ astrocytes are preferentially specified. 
Additionally, increasing the NPC:hippocampal astrocyte ratio reduces this gliogenic effect 
(Figure 4-5, black patterned bars). 
 
4.3.4 Population Dynamics of Micropatterned NPCs 
 
After collecting and aligning data on NPC growth and final fate distributions on the 
micropatterns, we first analyzed the population dynamics of the patterns to gauge how long 
the initial condition is maintained before the first cell division. Assuming a logarithmic 
growth model described by: 
 
 ! = !! ∗ 2!" (4-‐1)  
 
where P is the final population, P0 is the starting population, r is the rate of proliferation, and t 
is the time in days, we calculate the proliferation rate r for each pattern in the experiment. We 
found that the average proliferation rate across all patterns was approximately 0.355+/- 0.2 
(mean +/- SD). By binning the patterns into separate categories defined by their initial 
numbers of cells (Figure 4-6a) , we discovered that patterns with two initial cells exhibited a 
lower rate of proliferation (p=0.0167, Kruskal-Wallis). Single cells had an average 
proliferation rate of 0.3872 +/- 0.23 (/day, mean+/-SD) and paired cells had a proliferation 
rate of 0.3145 +/- 0.205 (/day, mean+/- SD). By these numbers, approximately 30% of 
single-cell patterns and 40% of paired-cell patterns will have at least one cell division after 24 
hours. We generated survival plots for each of the initial cell number conditions and conclude 
that approximately 50-75% of the patterns have not yet divided by day 2 (Figure 4-6d-g).  
 
We also calculated the average proliferation rate of single cells that only generated Tuj1+ 
progeny or GFAP+ progeny. Intriguingly, we discovered that single cells with a neuronal bias 
proliferated more than single cells with a GFAP+ bias (0.4577 +/- 0.232 vs 0.3620+/- 0.177, p 
= 0.01, t-test with Welch’s correction) (Figure 4-6b). Proliferation rates for patterns with 
single founder cells varied by day, showing a substantial decrease in proliferation at day 4 
(Figure 4-6c). The reason for this difference is unclear but could partly reflect differences in 
the exact image acquisition time between days.  
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Figure 4-6 Proliferation rate depends on initial number of cells and cell fate propensity. Patterns with 2 initial 
cells exhibit a lower rate of proliferation than patterns with other numbers of cells (p<0.05, Kruskal-Wallis) (b). 
Tuj1+ biased single cells also exhibit a higher rate of proliferation than GFAP+ biased single cells (p<0.05, 
unpaired t-test with Welch’s correction). (c) Daily proliferation rate was assessed for single cell patterns, 
showing that proliferation decreases at day 4. (d-g) Survival graphs of cell patterns show that approximately 50% 
(1, 3, and 4+ initial cells) and 75% (2 initial cells) of patterns maintain the initial cell number by day 2 (i.e. cell 
division has not yet taken place). Dotted lines indicate 95% confidence intervals. 
 
4.3.5 Initial Cell Number Does Not Affect Overall Fate Distributions In Micropatterned 
NPCs 
 
Results from fate scoring analysis indicate that the initial number of cells on a micropattern 
does not affect the final distribution of Tuj1+ neurons and GFAP+ astrocytes (Figure 4-8a). 
We pooled cell counts for all fate classes and calculated percentages for each cell number bin. 
We discovered that the percentage of final cells that are Tuj1+ and GFAP+ remain at roughly 
21% and 7.5% respectively across all sample conditions. The overall fate distributions of 
Tuj1+ and GFAP+ cells in our micropatterned cultures appear to match the distributions 
measured at around 8000 initial NSCs/cm2 for bulk cultures. Although the micropatterns are 
seeded at 2000 cells/cm2, the laminin coated adhesive area is only a fraction (~0.17) of the 
substrate area. After scaling for the concentrating effect of the micropatterns, the effective cell 
density of the micropatterned cells is around 9600 cells/cm2. The result that single cells do not 
exhibit significant differences in their final fate distribution is intriguing because it suggests 
that juxtacrine signals in the first 1-2 days of differentiation are not strictly necessary for 
initiating differentiation processes. Indeed, in the course of our data analysis, we observed a 
few examples of single cells differentiating into astrocytes or neurons without any division 
(Figure 4-7). 
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Figure 4-7 Single NPCs differentiating into Tuj1+ neurons (top) or GFAP+ astrocytes. The two share 
morphological features until day 3 when astrocyte processes begin to look more curved and flattened. Neuronal 
processes remain thin and relatively straight. 
 
4.3.6 Paired Cells Yield Unexpectedly Low Fate Asymmetry 
 
Since no differences in fate distribution were observed for single, paired, triplet and 
quadruplet+ cells, one might conclude that a single differentiating NSC has no effect on its 
neighbor. However, we were also interested in the frequency of fate asymmetry on each 
pattern and tallied the number of patterns for each condition exhibited asymmetric fates(that 
had at least one Tuj1+ and GFAP+ cell), only Tuj1+ cells, only GFAP+ cells, or had no 
differentiated cells(Figure 4-8b). Only 10% of patterns with one initial cell produced mixed 
progeny, which is lower than the 16.69% value (Figure 4-8c) resulting from a simple 
simulation treating each cell at day 6 as an independent, identically distributed random 
variable whose propensities for differentiation are set to the measured percentages for the 
single cell dataset. This result is not surprising given that fate restriction probably already 
occurred before division. Indeed studies using embryonic cortical stem cells suggest that even 
in proliferative conditions (i.e. with bFGF) neural stem cells experience fate restriction such 
that their progeny have correlated fates21.  
 
We then used the percentages of classified patterns from the single cell case to explicitly 
calculate the probabilities that a pattern with n initial cells will have a set of mixed progeny by 
day 6:  
 
!"#$%! = 1− 1− !"#$%!

! + 2 ∗ (!"#$1! ∗ !"#$%!)   (4-‐2)  
  
!"#$%! = 1− 1− !"#$%!

! + 3 ∗ !"#$1! ∗ !"#$%! ∗ 1− !"#$%!    (4-‐3)  
  

!"#$%! = 1− 1− !"#$%!
! + 4 ∗ !"#$1! ∗ !"#$%! ∗ 1− !"#$%!

!    (4-‐4)  
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For example, the expected probability that paired cells will exhibit fate asymmetry is the 
probability that at least one of the mother cells exhibits fate asymmetry (first term, 4-1) plus 
the probability that one cell only produces Tuj1+ cells while the other only produces GFAP+ 
cells (second term, 4-1). The subscript specifies the initial number of founder cells. These 
calculations yielded expected probabilities plotted as black bars in Figure 4-8c. 

 

 
Figure 4-8 Fate distributions of micropatterned NPCs. We observe no differences in overall fate distributions for 
Tuj1+ and GFAP+ stained cells as a function of the starting numbers of cells (a).  We also calculated the 
percentages of patterns that had fate asymmetry (at least one of each differentiated cell type), Tuj1+ only 
progeny, GFAP+ only progeny, or no staining (b). Using the probabilities obtained for patterns with a single cell 
founder, we calculated expected probabilities for the observation of patterns with fate asymmetry for the other 
conditions. We found that initially paired cells exhibited a significantly lower percentage of fate asymmetry than 
expected (p<0.001, Chi-square).  The red line also denotes the expected probabilities of mixed fate patterns for 
single cells, given the overall fate distributions measured in (a), indicating that single founder also exhibit 
reduced fate asymmetry in their progeny. This result is expected given that fate restriction probably occurred 
before division. For (a) and (c), error bars denote 95% confidence intervals (n=number of patterns for each). 
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Surprisingly, we discovered that initially paired cells exhibited significantly less fate 
asymmetry than expected (Figure 4-8c). In fact, the percentage of patterns with asymmetric 
fates is nearly the same as for the single cell condition (12% vs 10%) (Figure 4-8b-c). For 3 
and 4+ initial cells, there are no significant differences between the observed and expected 
frequencies. These data provide evidence that signaling from a single cell can significantly 
bias the fate decisions of its neighbor.  
 
We acknowledge that it may be possible that some of our cell pairs are actually the daughter 
cells of a single cell that divided between cell seeding and imaging at day 1. However, 
according to our average proliferation rate, only 20% of single cell patterns will theoretically 
undergo a single cell division within 12 hours. Additionally, we believe this number should be 
lower given that cells in suspension take approximately 2 hours to fully attach and reboot their 
cellular machinery. Even if assuming that 20% of the paired patterns originated from single 
cells, the expected probability of fate asymmetry is only reduced by 5% (white lower error 
bar, Figure 4-8c), which is still significantly greater than the observed frequency. 
 
Additionally, the absence of any biasing effects in Figure 4-8a lends further support to the 
idea that the signaling influence of a neighboring cell does not derive from one fate type’s 
trophic requirement for local signals from a neighboring cell. The effect of NPC density on 
NPC fate (Figure 4-5) seen in bulk cultures is not evident in small micropatterned 
populations. That is, since the overall fate distributions are the same for a single cell and for a 
pair of cells, we can reasonably assume that the reduction in fate asymmetry is not simply a 
matter of all cell pairs preferring one fate type to another.  
 
4.3.7 Single Hippocampal Astrocytes Promote Neuronal Differentiation in Single NPCs 
 
We found that single hippocampal astrocytes promoted the neuronal cell fate when paired 
with a single NPC (Figure 9b), but did not yield statistically significant differences for other 
conditions due to the paucity of hippocampal astrocytes that remained attached to the 
substrate (Figure 9a). Each condition yielded very few samples, ranging from 8 to 72. The 
inadequate adhesion of hippocampal astrocytes to micropatterned surfaces may stem in part 
from the fact that hippocampal astrocytes prefer to spread to very large areas on flat substrates 
(Figure 9c). Previous work has shown that cells are sensitive to surface area irrespective of 
the total amount of ECM-integrin engagement. Cells grown on patterns with insufficient area 
were found to have low viability22. Future studies testing single astrocyte influences on NPC 
fate will need to adjust the adhesion area to accommodate their size.  
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Figure 4-9 Patterns with mixed populations of NPCs and hippocampal astrocytes do not show significant fate 
biases as a function of NPC:astrocyte stoichiometry, due to poor astrocyte adhesion onto patterns. An example of 
astrocyte detachment is shown in (a), where an astrocyte (arrowhead) observed at day 1 is detached by day 4. 
Measured fate distributions as a function of initial NPC number is given in (b). No differences are significant by 
a two-tailed t-test except for the difference between Tuj1+ and GFAP+ propensities for single NPCs paired with 
a single hippocampal astrocyte (p<0.05, t-test).  In (c), astrocytes grown on unpatterned surfaces occupy a large 
area (dotted line), measuring approximately 22,000 um^2, larger than the area of our patterns.   
 
4.4 Discussion 
 
In this work, we present evidence that signaling from single neural progenitor cells can 
significantly affect the fate decisions of a single neighboring cell. Cells grown on 
micropatterned islands are constrained to the same interaction partners throughout the course 
of the 6-day differentiation process. The initial number of cells on each of these micropatterns 
does not affect the overall distribution of Tuj1+ neurons or GFAP+ cells. However, the 
percentage of patterns that exhibit fate asymmetry (defined as having more than one of each 
differentiated cell type) is significantly lower than expected for patterns starting from one cell 
pair, indicating that persistent cell-cell interactions between two single NPCs can bias fate 
outcomes of their progeny.  
 
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that non-trophic, homotypic single cell 
influences on mammalian stem cell fates has been reported. Previous work using 
PEG-hydrogels to pattern defined numbers of mesenchymal stem cells23 showed that MSC 
propensities for both osteogenic and adipogenic differentiation increased with an increasing 
number of cell-cell contacts. However, these results do not necessarily prove that cell-cell 
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signaling biases cell fate, since the maturation of each fate type was assessed in its 
corresponding induction medium. Additionally, the shape of the graphs relating 
differentiation to cell contact number was similar for both cases, suggesting that cell-cell 
contact supplies trophic signals that are similarly beneficial for both osteogenic and 
adipogenic differentiation. Another study pairing undifferentiated and neuroectodermally 
specified embryonic stem cells showed that neuroectodermally committed cells induced Sox1 
expression in the uncommitted cells24. However, this inductive effect was the result of soluble 
secreted signals, not cell-cell contact, suggesting that the effect would be similarly or more 
potent in bulk cultures.  
 
Intriguingly, initial cell number has no effect on fate distributions averaged across all samples 
in each condition, suggesting that a single cell in a pair influences its neighbor’s cell fate in a 
way that does not favor a particular fate outcome. The addition of a third or fourth neighbor 
seems to disrupt the signaling balance, resulting in expected numbers of patterns with fate 
asymmetry.  
 
Unfortunately, we cannot currently arbitrate between two possible mechanisms responsible 
for the observed phenomenon. One possible mechanism is that single NPCs induce the same 
fate in their lone neighbor. The fact that previous studies highlighted the trans nature of 
differentiation cues (i.e. that astroglia enhance neurogenesis10,11 and neurons enhance 
oligogenesis11) may be due to the fact that those studies induce differentiation by growth 
factor withdrawal. In addition to providing fate inducing cues, co-cultured astrocytes may also 
be supplying trophic factors that are differentially essential for different fate outcomes. Our 
experiments are performed using retinoic acid and FBS, which already provide the factors 
necessary to produce a mixed population. Theoretically, any observed differences in fate 
choice will be due to fate induction and not better nutrient availability. Indeed, we observed in 
our control cultures that NPCs co-cultured with astrocytes in mixed differentiation medium (1 
uM RA and 1% FBS) exhibited increased astrocytic differentiation for all densities of NPCs. 
However, we do not know if this kind of lateral induction can occur between single cells at 
such early stages in the differentiation process (i.e. the 1-2 days prior to the onset of cell 
division).  
 
The second possibility is that the onset of differentiation in one cell triggers it to laterally 
inhibit differentiation in its neighbor, possibly through the Notch/Delta pathway25-28. Since 
patterned cells share the same bulk liquid medium, the molecular mechanism for our observed 
phenotype is likely to be juxtacrine in nature. Feedback in both transcriptional regulation29 
and membrane protein interactions30 in the Notch/Delta pathway create a bistable heterotypic 
switch that is known to be responsible for cell fate patterning in the Drosophila eye31 and the 
C. Elegans vulva32 with single cell resolution. Additionally, Notch/Delta is well-established to 
be critical for inhibiting differentiation for neural stem cells33,34 in many different locations35 
and developmental stages36. The proper functioning of this pathway is essential for regulating 
brain size by maintaining undifferentiated progenitor pools during embryonic development37.  
 
Similarly, in the postnatal subgranular zone, overexpression of Notch in radial glia 
dramatically increases progenitor cell proliferation, while Notch ablation causes cell cycle 
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exit and the transition to neurons or transit amplifying neuronal progenitors14. Thus, 
Notch-mediated lateral inhibition is a likely possible explanation for our observed reduced 
fate asymmetry in the progeny of initially paired cells, which could serve as a useful in vitro 
model for observing the dynamics of symmetry-breaking in the lateral inhibition process 
between two cells.  
 
To distinguish between these two possible mechanisms, future work using cell populations 
with distinct fluorescent transgenes can be used to untangle the relationships between day 6 
progeny. Lateral fate induction should produce two subpopulations with correlated neuronal 
or glial cell fates, whereas lateral inhibition will preferentially produce one differentiated and 
one undifferentiated subpopulation. Additionally, the introduction of transgene-labeled cells 
will help us to eliminate cell pairs that may be the product of one cell division between cell 
seeding and the first imaging timepoint 12 hours later. 
 
In addition to constraining interaction partners through time, micropatterning offers a simple 
and convenient way to track the behavior of single cells and their progeny at coarse time 
intervals without necessitating continuous timelapse imaging. By imaging samples at each 
day, we were able to generate survival graphs to gauge the preservation of the initial cell 
number across time, and measure proliferation rates for all individual samples and correlate 
them to their outcomes. Our finding that neuron-only patterns had a faster proliferation rate 
than astrocyte-only patterns may reflect in vivo observations that neurons go through a highly 
proliferative transit-amplifying stage whereas astrocytes are specified more directly from 
radial glia5. This difference in proliferation may need to be taken into account in assessing 
fate specification frequencies, as enhanced proliferation in transit-amplifying neuronal 
precursors may result in overestimates of neuronal fate induction. Indeed, analysis of radial 
glial-derived clones showed that astrocytes were specified at roughly equal proportions to 
neurons5, and not at a ten-fold lower frequency as estimated in previous lineage tracing 
experiments38.  
 
Certainly, continuous timelapse imaging is ideal and would provide the most detailed 
information39 regarding cell lineages, interaction times, and apoptosis (which we cannot 
currently measure). Micropatterned substrates add to this capability to keeping relevant cells 
within a microscope field of view21. In future work, we aim to make use of timelapse imaging 
to gain more accurate information about the duration and timing of cell-cell interactions, in 
conjunction with chemical agonists and blockers of specific pathways (such as Notch and 
Ephrin) to gain insight into the dynamics and mechanism of fate symmetry induction in paired 
cells.  
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Chapter 5: Concluding Remarks 
 
 
 
In the subgranular zone of the adult mammalian dentate gyrus, a balance of signals from 
various sources instructs each resident stem cell to self-renew, differentiate, or remain 
quiescent. Many decades of in vivo and in vitro studies has produced a detailed picture of the 
anatomical features and signaling interactions governing these processes (See Chapter 1.2.2). 
Though still incomplete, the current model of adult neurogenesis identifies specific roles for 
niche cells (e.g. that astrocytes promote neurogenesis1, neurons promote oligogenesis1, and 
differentiating progenitor cells inhibit stem cell differentiation2) and highlights the molecular 
mediators of some of these effects (Wnt3a3, Notch2,4, Sonic Hedgehog5,6, etc). The recent 
development of sophisticated genetic techniques for tissue-specific labeling of individual stem 
cell clones7-9 also provides an unprecedented glimpse into the natural progression of tissue 
regeneration in the SGZ, and in response to mutations in specific pathways (such as the PTEN 
tumor suppressor pathway)7.  
 
However, what we are still missing is an understanding of how these complex, dynamic, and 
often contradictory influences on stem cell fate are integrated to form a concerted decision. 
Are signals from specific niche cells dominant over others? Or are signals instructing a 
particular fate decision dominant? Does each niche cell type display consistent fate regulatory 
signals or does each niche cell type itself promote contradictory fate outcomes? One review10 
highlighted the potential for astrocytes to induce oligogenesis by citing the finding that 
PDGFR signaling in radial glia increases oligogenesis11, and that astrocytes are known to 
secrete PDGFA. Characterizing the relative dominance of well-known instructive cues will 
also provide insight into the underlying stochasticity or determinism of differentiation and 
self-renewal processes.  
 
These questions are not easy to address in vivo, where the signaling history of a particular 
clone is practically impossible to determine. Exogenous alterations in the signaling 
environment, through the introduction of conditional genetic knock-in/knockouts, establishes 
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in broad strokes how a particular pathway can affect stem cell differentiation by 
overexpressing or ablating specific genes. However, these techniques do not provide insight 
on how cells disambiguate between endogenous levels of contradictory signals. To observe 
the dynamic signaling environment of a neural stem cell, one would need to use long-term in 
vivo imaging in conjunction with appropriate fluorescent markers. Even with the improved 
tissue penetrance of long-wavelength light used in multiphoton imaging, in vivo timelapse 
imaging is an incredibly difficult technique12 and has only been successfully implemented in a 
handful of stem cell studies13-15.  
 
By contrast, the signaling environment of a single stem cell in vitro can be both controlled and 
monitored through a combination of micropatterning techniques and timelapse imaging, 
which is much more tractable in vitro. Microscale tools and devices made using 
photolithographic processes can exert positional control over cultured cells, down to a single 
cell16-19. Even simple capabilities such as substrate micropatterns20-22 can enable critical 
functionalities such as the restriction of cell motility to a microscope-field-of-view or to 
enforce persistent interactions with a neighboring cell and its progeny. Already, these 
techniques have been used to great effect in tracing lineages in adult neural progenitors23,24, 
cortical neuronal precursors25 and other cell types26, or for distinguishing between cell 
division rate and apoptosis in characterizing proliferation27. However, these studies have not 
systematically investigated the influence of neighboring cells in differentiation decisions, 
despite clear evidence of their interactions. 
 
The goal of our work was two-fold: to develop methods for interrogating and constraining 
cell-cell interactions between limited numbers of cells (Chapters 2-4) and to demonstrate that 
these methods can be used to detect single-cell influences on neural stem cell fate in vitro 
(Chapter 4). We found that differentiating pairs of NPCs exhibited significantly reduced fate 
asymmetry, pointing to a possible mechanism of lateral fate induction or differentiation 
repression between two differentiating cells. This exciting discovery that single-cell 
interactions can exert significant biases on cell fate in vitro will pave the road for future work 
in elucidating the dynamics, and molecular mechanisms at play in mediating homotypic 
interactions between differentiating NPCs. 
 
Importantly, these methods can also be used characterize how neighboring niche cells instruct 
NPC fate both in isolation and in combination. Though our initial studies using hippocampal 
astrocytes did not produce significant results due to astrocyte de-adhesion and low sample 
number, the micropatterning method can be optimized to improve the adhesion of astrocytes 
and other niche cell types (such as granule neurons28). Combinatorial co-cultures of single 
NPCs with other niche cell types will help us construct a better picture of how stem cells 
make decisions in the face of conflicting signals. Future efforts along these lines will be 
catalyzed by the development of improved automated data processing tools and statistical 
models that accurately characterize the discrete fate transitions that form the basis of our 
measurement.  
 
In summary, in vitro reconstitution and continuous monitoring of the cellular components of 
the neural stem cell niche will allow us to better understand the complex local signals that 
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regulate stem cell differentiation and integration into a surrounding tissue. Dysregulation of 
the signaling microenvironment can cause a host of problems including the premature 
depletion of the stem cell population9,29,30, poor structural and functional integration of 
differentiating cells into their terminal destination31, or unchecked growth of stem cells 
containing latent oncogenic mutations32,33. From a scientific perspective, it will also be 
exciting to ascertain whether certain niche cell influences on stem cell fate dominate over 
others. The fine-grain mechanistic understanding of these stem cell niches will be useful in 
the design of cellular and molecular therapies for regenerative medicine.  
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Appendix A – Matlab Code 
 
A-1 Reshist 
 
function residences = resHist(filename); 
% resHist is used to plot a histogram of all the residence times  
% that a cell spends in a well.  The input data should be a  
% numerical array, with each column representing the cell occupancy % 
of a single well over time.  
%  
% Counting Rubric     
%      
% Cell migrating out (cell body half way):              -1 
% Cell division:                                        +1 
% *External cell body touching cells in well:    - # cells 
% Migration of cell into empty well:                0 
% 
% To account for other cells entering the well, please construct a  
% list of the wells to exclude, titles: 'list_excludelast.txt'); 
% 
 
% columns corresponds to wells, rows correspond to movie frames 
 
data = dlmread(filename); 
exclude = dlmread('list_excludelast.txt');  
colnum = size(data,2); 
frnum = size(data,1); 
 
oneResTimes = []; 
twoResTimes = []; 
threeResTimes = []; 
 
for i = 1:colnum 
 
    numbers = data(:,i); 
 
    if exclude(i) 
        x = find(numbers~=0); 
        lastdigit = numbers(x(end)); 
        y = find(numbers == lastdigit); 
        deriv = diff(y); 
         
        %find any discontinuities in seq with only last digit 
         
        if diff(y)>1 
            seqstart = y(find(diff(y)>1)+1); 
            numbers = numbers(1:seqstart-1); 
        else 
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            numbers=numbers(1:y(1)-1); 
        end 
    end 
     
    if ~isempty(numbers) 
        s = sprintf('%d',numbers); %write the sequence as a string  
         
        t1=textscan(s,'%s', ... 
       'delimiter','0 2 3','multipleDelimsAsOne' , 1) ; 
        d1 = t1{1}; 
         
        for k = 1:length(d1) 
             
           % division checks if the sequence of 1's occurs right  

% before a cell division event. These sequences are  
% eliminated  
 

            division = findstr(s, strcat(d1{k}, '2'));  
            if isempty(division) 
                resTime = 10*length(d1{k}); 
                oneResTimes = [oneResTimes resTime]; 
            end 
            
        end 
         
        t2=textscan(s,'%s','delimiter','0 1 , ... 
          3','multipleDelimsAsOne',1); 
        d2 = t2{1}; 
         
        for k = 1:length(d2) 
            resTime = 10*length(d2{k}); 
            twoResTimes = [twoResTimes resTime]; 
        end 
         
        t3=textscan(s,'%s','delimiter','0 1 2' , ... 
                'multipleDelimsAsOne',1); 
        d3 = t3{1}; 
         
        for k = 1:length(d3) 
            resTime = 10*length(d3{k}); 
            threeResTimes = [threeResTimes resTime]; 
        end 
    end 
    
end 
 
subplot(3,1,1); 
hist(oneResTimes, [1:max(oneResTimes)]); 
xlabel('residence time (min)'); 
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ylabel('# times'); 
axis([0 1500 0 5]); 
title('one cell', 'FontWeight', 'bold'); 
 
subplot(3,1,2); 
hist(twoResTimes, [1:max(twoResTimes)]); 
xlabel('residence time (min)'); 
ylabel('# times'); 
axis([0 1500 0 5]); 
title('two cells', 'FontWeight', 'bold') 
 
subplot(3,1,3) 
hist(threeResTimes, [1:max(threeResTimes)]); 
xlabel('residence time (min)'); 
ylabel('# times'); 
axis([0 1500 0 5]); 
title('three cells', 'FontWeight', 'bold') 
 
figure; 
h1 = barweb([mean(oneResTimes) mean(twoResTimes) 
mean(threeResTimes)],... 
         [std(oneResTimes) std(twoResTimes) std(threeResTimes)],0.6, 
[], 'mean residence times', [], 'residence time(min)', [], [], {'one 
cell', 'two cells', 'three cells'}); 
 
residences = {oneResTimes, twoResTimes, threeResTimes}; 
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A-2 CellStackCounter 
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function varargout = cellstackcounter(varargin) 
% CELLSTACKCOUNTER M-file for cellstackcounter.fig 
%       
%   This simple program allows the user to quickly input the number %   of 
cells at each slide in a stack, which is shown iteratively to %   the user 
until the end of the stack is reached. Once the end of %   the stack has 
been reached, the data should be saved using the  
%   save button, which generates a .mat file of the same name with  
%   the data table stored in it in variable x. The data table is an %   nx2 
matrix where the first column stores the slice number and   
%   the second column stores the number of cells at each slice.   
%   Additionally, the user can save the data at any point and reload 
%   it by checking "partially processed" before opening the stack  
%   file. 'Undo' also scrolls back the images and data if the user 
%   has realized there he/she has made an error.  
  
 
% Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT 
gui_Singleton = 1; 
gui_State = struct('gui_Name',       mfilename, ... 
                   'gui_Singleton',  gui_Singleton, ... 
                   'gui_OpeningFcn', ... 

@cellstackcounter_OpeningFcn, ... 
                   'gui_OutputFcn',  ... 

@cellstackcounter_OutputFcn, ... 
                   'gui_LayoutFcn',  [] , ... 
                   'gui_Callback',   []); 
if nargin && ischar(varargin{1}) 
    gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1}); 
end 
 
if nargout 
    [varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
else 
    gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
end 
% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT 
 
% --- Executes just before cellstackcounter is made visible. 
function cellstackcounter_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, ... 

handles, varargin) 
 
%Initialize CellStack Counter variables:  
 
% Choose default command line output for cellstackcounter 
handles.output = hObject; 
 
% Update handles structure 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
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% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command line. 
function varargout = cellstackcounter_OutputFcn(hObject, .... 

eventdata, handles)  
 
% Get default command line output from handles structure 
varargout{1} = handles.output; 
 
 
% --- Executes on button press in undo. 
function undo_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
 
if handles.n == 1 
     
   display('cannot go back'); 
     
else 
    
    % roll n back by 1 
   handles.n = handles.n - 1; 
   n = handles.n; 
    
   % roll displayed image back by 1 
   plotpictures(handles); 
    
   % roll data in uitable1 back by 1 
   tabledata = get(handles.uitable1, 'Data'); 
   tabledata = tabledata(2:n,:); 
   set(handles.uitable1, 'Data', tabledata); 
 
end 
 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
 
uiresume(); 
 
% --- Executes on button press in save. 
function save_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
  
tabledata = get(handles.uitable1, 'Data'); 
x = flipud(tabledata); 
save([handles.pathname, handles.basename, '.mat'], 'x'); 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
 
 
% --- Executes on button press in open. 
function open_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)  
 
[filename, pathname, filterindex] = uigetfile('.stk', 'Please select all 
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brightfield stack.', 'MultiSelect', 'On'); 
handles.filename = filename; %cell array of all filenames, by day 
handles.pathname = pathname;  
handles.basename = filename{1}(1:end-13); 
handles.stkloaded = 1; % indicated whether stack is loaded 
set(handles.fname, 'String', filename); %update filename in GUI 
 
handles.totalnum = 841; %hard coded for now.  
 
if get(handles.partialprocessed, 'Value'); 
 
    % load the value of the list 
    load(strcat(handles.basename, '.mat')); 
     
    % set uitable Data to data variable from mat file 
    set(handles.uitable1, 'Data', flipud(x)); 
     
    % set n = size of data 
    n = size(x,1)+1; 
    handles.n = n; 
     
    % set sice number indicator 
    set(handles.slicenum, 'String', num2str(handles.n)); 
     
    % load appropriate images into current windows 
    plotpictures(handles); 
         
else %nothing has been processed 
    handles.n = 1; 
    set(handles.uitable1,'Data',[]); 
    plotpictures(handles); 
     
end 
 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
 
 
% --- Executes on key press 
function d5input_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
 
if handles.n<=handles.totalnum 
    if handles.stkloaded 
         
        % Adds new input value into the Data variable in uitable1,  

% also flipped the table data because the table won't scroll % 
to the bottom automatically. Thus, the table looks like a % LIFO 
stack. 

         
        tabledata = get(handles.uitable1,'Data'); 
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        %read all inputs at each textbox 
        allrows = [handles.n]; 
         
        for i=1:5 
            handlename = strcat('handles.d', num2str(i), 'input'); 
            currhandle = eval(handlename); 
            currstr = get(currhandle, 'String'); 
            currnum = str2num(currstr); 
            allrows = [allrows currnum]; 
            set(currhandle, 'String', '0'); %set curr handle to 0.  
        end 
         
        %Add Astrocyte (day 1-day5) data to the matrix 
         
        for i=1:5 
            handlename = strcat('handles.Astr_d', num2str(i), ...    

‘input'); 
            currhandle = eval(handlename); 
            currstr = get(currhandle, 'String'); 
            currnum = str2num(currstr); 
            allrows = [allrows currnum]; 
            set(currhandle, 'String', '0'); %set curr handle to 0.  
        end  
      
        tabledata = [flipud(tabledata); allrows]; 
        set(handles.uitable1,'Data', flipud(tabledata)); 
         
        handles.n = handles.n+1; 
 
        %update slice label  
        set(handles.slicenum, 'String', num2str(handles.n));  
         
        if handles.n <= handles.totalnum 
             
          plotpictures(handles); 
           
        else 
            display('No more pictures!'); 
        end 
    else 
        display('No Stack Loaded') 
         
    end 
else 
    display ('No more pictures!') 
end 
 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
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% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function d5input_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
 
 
% --- Executes on key press with focus on d5input  
function d5input_KeyPressFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
 
if(strcmp(eventdata.Key,'return')) 
    set(handles.d5input, 'String', ''); 
end 
 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
 
 
% --- Plots all the pictures at n 
function plotpictures(handles) 
 
%plot previous pictures in prev axes if n>1 
if handles.n>1 
    for i = 1:5 
         
        datastruct = tiffread2(handles.filename{i},(handles.n-1)); 
        currIm = datastruct.data; 
        %rescale image by maximum within middle 450x450 subsection 
         
        cropIm = currIm(45:495,45:495); 
        high = double(max(max(cropIm))); 
        low = double(min(min(cropIm))); 
         
        currIm = mat2gray(currIm, [low high]); 
        handlename = strcat('handles.prev_axes', num2str(i)); 
        currhandle = eval(handlename); 
        imshow(currIm, 'Parent', eval(handlename)); 
    end 
end 
 
%plot current pictures in axes 
for i = 1:5 
     
    datastruct = tiffread2(handles.filename{i},handles.n); 
    currIm = datastruct.data; 
    %rescale image by maximum within middle 450x450 subsection 
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    cropIm = currIm(45:495,45:495); 
    high = double(max(max(cropIm))) 
    low = double(min(min(cropIm))) 
     
    currIm = mat2gray(currIm, [low high]); 
    handlename = strcat('handles.axes', num2str(i)); 
    currhandle = eval(handlename); 
    imshow(currIm, 'Parent', eval(handlename)); 
end 
 
% All other elements do not have callbacks so they are not  
% represented here.  
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Appendix B – Annotated AutoCAD designs for Chapter 3 
 
All annotations are in mm.  
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